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ABSTRACT 

 

     The mop2 gene is required for epigenetic silencing; it was originally defined as a 

mutation, Mop2-1, which when dominant prevented paramutation at b1.  Paramutation is 

an allele communication that causes a mitotically and meiotically heritable change in 

gene expression.   Mop2-1 was subsequently shown to be involved in maintaining the 

silenced paramutant state and to prevent dsRNA-mediated transcriptional gene silencing 

(activities revealed only when the mutation is homozygous).  Understanding the product 

encoded by mop2 will help dissect the underlying mechanisms involved in paramutation 

and dsRNA-mediated transcriptional silencing.  This dissertation describes map-based 

cloning and candidate gene approaches directed toward the eventual goal of identification 

of mop2.  

     Initial mapping of mop2 placed it within a region delineated by the markers umc1823 

and eks1.  On the maize physical map this region contains 21 BAC (Bacteria Artificial 

Chromosome) clones, representing 2.9 Mb.  Skim sequencing identified additional 

markers for mapping and revealed the gene content.  Extensive candidate gene 

examinations, including gene sequencing, expression profiling with microarrays and RT-

PCR, and complementation tests with mutant alleles did not identify any of the four 

chromatin and RNAi-related genes as mop2.  

     The new markers developed from the skim sequence enabled further mapping and 

molecular genotyping, which revealed that the Mop2-1 mutation was unstable.  Approxi-

mately 10% of phenotypic heterozygous plants were actually genotypic homozygous.  
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Further mapping using only Mop2-1 homozygous plants reduced the mop2 interval to a 

region of nine BACs, containing 57 genes.    

     The mop2 region is highly syntenic to a rice region of 1.25 Mb on chromosome 4.  

The gene alignment and repetitive sequence analyses between the syntenic regions in 

these two species revealed both syntenic and non-syntenic blocks of sequences.  Analyses 

suggested several potential mechanisms for the collinearity breakage, including, but not 

limited to, tandem duplications of genes in one species but not the other and the presence 

of gene fragments in maize, but not in rice.   

The research described herein provides the basis for continued efforts to clone mop2.  

Fine-structure mapping with new markers and a larger population, as well as candidate 

gene sequencing in the Mop2-1 BAC library, should be pursued to clone mop2. 
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CHAPTER I 

 

EPIGENETICS, PARAMUTATION AND Mop2-1 — OVERVIEW OF 

DISSERTATION CONTENT 

 

 

     The higher order structure of DNA, with proteins as the structural organizer, is called 

chromatin.  While the change of DNA sequence itself is genetically heritable, other 

alterations at the chromatin level can also be mitotically and meiotically transmissible, 

such as DNA methylation, post-translational modifications of histones and chromatin 

remodeling.  Epigenetics is the study of these heritable variations superimposed on DNA 

sequences.  

     Paramutation, an epigenetic gene regulation, is an interaction between two alleles that 

leads to a heritable change in the expression of one allele.  The word "paramutation" was 

coined by A. Brink in the 1950s to describe a non-Mendelian phenomenon observed in 

maize (Brink, 1956).  As the prefix “para” indicates, this particular genetic change 

closely resembles mutations in that it is heritable, yet it is not random, but occurs with 

high frequency and with potential reversibility.  The first description of a phenomenon 

resembling paramutation was the observation of a permanent loss of a phenotype after an 

allele went through a heterozygous state with another allele in Pisum sativum – the 

garden pea (Bateson and Pellew, 1915). 
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     Mendel’s law of independent assortment states that two alleles segregate from each 

other unchanged.  However, a growing number of paramutation-like violations of this 

Mendelian principle have been observed in a variety of plants and other eukaryotes 

(Chandler and Stam, 2004).  In the past 10 years there is accumulating evidence that, in 

addition to plants, paramutation-like phenomena occur in mice (Herman et al., 2003; 

Rassoulzadegan et al., 2006) and humans, notably associated with some human diseases 

(Bennett et al., 1997; Hatada et al., 1997; Duvillie et al., 1998).  The related gene 

silencing processes in these phenomena share similarities with paramutation in terms of 

allele-specific interaction that leads to changes in gene expression.  Meanwhile, 

paramutation is unique in its extraordinary heritability of an altered chromatin state.  

Therefore, an understanding of the paramutation mechanism would reveal how alleles 

and homology-based sequences interact and regulate each other, a question in common 

with research in other gene silencing systems.  Studying paramutation will also answer 

how new expression states are established, maintained and transmitted through meiosis 

with high fidelity.     

 

 

PARAMUTATION IN MAIZE  

 

     Paramutation has been most thoroughly studied in maize with research spanning fifty 

years and focusing on four loci, all of which regulate anthocyanin biosynthesis: r1 

(Brink, 1956), b1 (Coe, 1959), pl1 (Hollick et al., 1995) and p1 (Sidorenko and Peterson, 
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2001).   r1 and b1 encode bHLH (basic Helix-Loop-Helix) transcription factors, and pl1 

and p1 encode myb-like transcription factors required for pigment synthesis (Lechelt et 

al., 1989; Ludwig et al., 1989; Goff et al., 1990; Grotewold et al., 1991; Radicella et al., 

1991; Cone et al., 1993).  The co-expression of a bHLH and a myb-like factor leads to 

physical interaction between these two types of transcription factors resulting in 

activation of the anthocyanin biosynthetic pathway (Goff et al., 1992).   The level of 

anthocyanin is a direct read-out of the activity of the regulatory genes making it a 

convenient reporter-system. 

     There are similarities and differences with paramutation at the four loci (Chandler et 

al., 2000).  This dissertation focuses on b1 paramutation, which is described in more 

detail (Figure I. 1).  Most alleles do not participate in paramutation (called neutral 

alleles).  B’ is called paramutagenic in that it induces a heritable reduction in the 

expression of B-I (10-20 fold), which is termed paramutable as it is sensitive to B’.   

     The initial transfer of the epigenetic state in which B-I is changed to B’ is referred to 

as establishment, indicated as B’* -- a newly formed B’ allele (Figure I. 1).  This change 

occurs when a lightly pigmented B’/B’ plant is crossed to a darkly pigmented B-I/B-I 

plant.  The newly altered B’* allele is indistinguishable from the B’ parent and is 

heritable through mitosis and meiosis.  Importantly, the new B’* allele is as 

paramutagenic as the parental B’ allele in subsequent generations.  No exceptions have 

ever been found; when B’* is crossed to B-I only B’ plants are observed with more than 

100, 000 plants tested in 50 years of study (Coe, 1966; Patterson, 1993, 1995; E.H. Coe, 

Jr. and V. Chandler, unpublished).  The ability to heritably maintain the reduced 
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transcription state is referred to as maintenance.  Once formed, B’ is extremely stable; in 

subsequent crosses with itself or with neutral alleles only B’ is observed.  In contrast, B-I 

is unstable, changing to B’ spontaneously at variable frequencies ranging from 0.1% to 

10%. 

 

 

Figure I. 1  b1 paramutation.   
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B’/B’*

B’/B’* B’/B’* B’/B’* B’/B’*

B’ B-I
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Legend for Figure I. 1     Photographs illustrating the B’, B-I and B’* phenotype.   
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     Allele trans-interactions, resembling paramutation have been described in other plant 

species, fungi, and animals (van West et al., 1999; Chandler et al., 2000; Chandler and 

Stam, 2004), although in animals and fungi the trans-silencing is usually not meiotically 

heritable (Henikoff and Comai, 1998).  These allele trans-interactions exist not only 

among endogenous genes but among transgenes as well (Colot et al., 1996; van West et 

al., 1999) and in petunia, it is associated with a novel transposon insertion elimination 

mechanism (van Houwelingen et al., 1999).  The underlying mechanism is not 

understood for any of these phenomena.   

 

 

UNDERSTANDING THE PARAMUTATION MECHANISM 

 

     Five mutations that prevent paramutation have been isolated in the Chandler Lab.  The 

mop (mediator of paramutation) mutants include mop1-1 (Dorweiler et al., 2000), Mop2-

1 and mop3-1 (Chandler, unpublished) and the rmr (required to maintain repression) 

mutants include rmr1 and rmr2 (Hollick and Chandler, 2001).  The mop1-1 mutation 

prevents the establishment of paramutation at r1 and pl1 in addition to b1 (Dorweiler, 

2000).  It is not clear whether Mop2-1 affects r1 paramutation, but it prevents b1 and pl1 

paramutation (J. Dorweiler and V. Chandler, unpublished).  These observations indicate 

that paramutation mechanisms are shared at several maize genes despite major 

differences between these loci in their gene structures, correlations with DNA 

methylation and the stability of the paramutated state (Chandler et al., 2000).  
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     The sequencing of B’ and B-I within a 110 kb region upstream of the transcribed 

region showed no difference at the DNA sequence level (Stam et al., 2002b).  Sequences 

required for paramutation were mapped via fine-structure recombination to ~7kb region, 

approximately 100 kb upstream of the B’ transcription start site (Stam et al., 2002a; Stam 

et al., 2002b).  These data indicate that B-I and B’ are epialleles and paramutation is 

mediated by long-distance cis- and trans-interactions.  Furthermore, the region required 

for b1 paramutation is unique in the maize genome (Stam et al., 2002a; Stam et al., 

2002b), but it contains seven tandem repeats of 853 bp.  The ability to participate in 

paramutation requires these tandem repeats, and the penetrance and stability of 

paramutation increases with repeat number (Stam et al., 2002a).  The B’ and B-I alleles 

show differential chromatin structures within these repeats (Stam et al., 2002a).   

     Paramutation at r1 also involves large tandem repeats (~ 20-30 kb) spanning the r1 

coding region (Eggleston et al., 1995; Panavas et al., 1999).  In transcriptional gene 

silencing mediated by transgenes, the trans-silencing is often associated with repeated 

promoter and coding sequences of the targeted endogenous gene.  While repeats are 

widely involved in allele trans-interactions, there are no common sequences or simple 

correlations in the type of repeats involved.  In addition, there are examples that do not 

involve repeated sequences (Chandler and Stam, 2004).   

     Current models for paramutation invoke communication through trans-acting RNA 

molecules or direct paring, which establishes distinct chromatin structure (Chandler and 

Stam, 2004).  The distinct chromatin structures within the repeats are then hypothesized 

to mediated the distinct expression states associated with B’ and B-I.  
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OTHER EPIGENETIC GENE SILENCING PROCESSES 

 

     Epigenetic gene silencing includes post-transcriptional (PTGS) and transcriptional 

(TGS) processes.  PTGS and TGS can be distinguished by nuclear run-on assays.  The 

hallmark condition defining a phenomenon as PTGS is that the level of the specific 

mRNA is drastically decreased due to its instability, while the transcription of the gene 

remains active.  In contrast, TGS results from the inactivation of transcription of a gene 

rather than by mRNA degradation (Weber et al., 1977; Lohr and Ide, 1983). 

 

Post-transcriptional Gene Silencing (PTGS) 

 

     PTGS had been documented across kingdoms in a number of diverse situations.  It 

was first discovered in plants and called “co-suppression” (Napoli et al., 1990), and 

subsequently described as “PTGS” in plants (de Carvalho et al., 1992), “quelling” in 

fungi (Romano and Macino, 1992), and “RNA interference” in nematodes (Fire et al., 

1998).  These gene silencing phenomena across the kingdoms were confirmed to share a 

common underlying mechanism through comparing genes that were required in co-

suppression, PTGS, quelling and RNAi.  In these systems, gene expression was reduced 

through either RNA degradation or translational repression (Kennerdell and Carthew, 

1998; Olsen and Ambros, 1999; Schmidt et al., 1999; Catalanotto et al., 2000; Fagard et 

al., 2000; Aravin et al., 2001).  In 2000-2001 it became clear that PTGS was the 

consequence of RNA interference (RNAi) triggered by double-stranded RNA and 
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mediated by small RNAs (Hamilton and Baulcombe, 1999; Hammond et al., 2000; 

Reinhart et al., 2000; Zamore et al., 2000; Parrish and Fire, 2001).  Subsequently, the 

required enzymes and complexes were identified (Bernstein et al., 2001; Grishok et al., 

2001; Hutvagner et al., 2001; Ketting et al., 2001).   

 

Transcriptional Gene Silencing (TGS) 

 

     While the underlying mechanism for some examples of TGS is unclear, transcriptional 

gene silencing can be associated with RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM).  The 

first notion of RdDM came from an experiment using RNA viroids to infect transgenic 

tobacco, which triggered cytosine methylation of the transgenic DNA sequence identical 

to the viroid sequence (Wassenegger et al., 1994).  Subsequently, transcribed inverted 

repeats of promoter sequences were found to mediate RdDM in targeted promoters of 

both transgene and endogenous genes (Mette et al., 2000).  The homology-based in-trans 

silencing of PAI (phosphoribosylanthranilate isomerase), a tryptophan biosynthetic gene 

in Arabidopsis Wassilewskija (WS) strain (Bender and Fink, 1995), is also associated 

with RNA-directed DNA methylation (Melquist and Bender, 2003). 

     In addition to RNA virus, transgenes and endogenous genes with inverted repeats, 

many DNA sequences (transgene, endogenous gene, transposons) with no inverted 

repeats can also trigger transcriptional silencing that is associated with DNA methylation 

(Wassenegger, 2000).  That transposon methylation is RNA-based has been shown by the 

correlation of small RNA, homologous to the transposon sequence, and cytosine 
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methylation in transposon silencing system (Xie et al., 2004).  In maize, there exists a 

locus containing inverted repeats partially homologous to MuDR.  The small RNAs 

generated from this locus establish the heritable silencing associated with methylation to 

deactivate the MuDR family (Slotkin et al., 2005) 

     In 2002, a significant discovery in the field of transcriptional gene silencing was 

RNAi-mediated chromatin regulation in fission yeast (Schizosaccharomyces pombe).  

The deletion of any of the components of RNAi pathway disrupts the heterochromatin 

assembly in S. pombe revealing an RNAi-dependent manner in this process (Volpe et al., 

2002).  In Arabidopsis, it is proposed that the heterochromatin formation is determined 

by transposable elements and related tandem repeats with the observation that the 

transposable elements and tandem repeats in centromere target their heterochromatic 

modification through their siRNA (Lippman et al., 2004).  

     RNAi triggered by dsRNA is typically accompanied by dense methylation of DNA 

sequences with homology to the dsRNA precursor and its siRNA products.  The RNA-

directed DNA methylation can reinforce the RNAi when both take place (Morel et al., 

2000).  Interestingly, siRNA-directed DNA methylation is also found to be linked to 

histone modifications, which affect chromatin structure.  On some occasions, RNA based 

DNA methylation is dependent on H3K9 methylation, an occurrence seen in mice, 

Arabidopsis thaliana and the fungus Neurospora crassa (Jackson et al., 2002; Malagnac 

et al., 2002; Lippman et al., 2003).  
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Mop2-1, A MUTANT FOR STUDYING PARAMUTATION 

 

     A key approach toward understanding the mechanism of paramutation and other 

related silencing systems is to identify mutants disrupted in these processes.  Mop2-1 

(mediator of paramutation 2-1) is such a mutant with defects in both the establishment 

and maintenance of paramutation.  Mop2-1 was isolated by Dr. Kenneth Kubo and Dr. 

Vicki Chandler in the summer of 1993.  B’ pollen was treated by ethyl methanesulfonate 

(EMS) and used to pollinate B-I ears to generate F1 seeds.  One out of 7300 F1 plants had 

the B-I pigment level while the rest of the plants were light green, suggesting the 

presence of a dominant mutation that prevented the establishment of paramutation in this 

particular plant.  Results from subsequent crosses demonstrated that this mutation was 

heritable and it was loosely linked to B’ (b1 maps to bin 2.03, with a coordinate of 197.2 

on IBM2 2 genetic map) on chromosome 2 (J. Dorweiler, unpublished).  Further genetic 

experiments also demonstrated that when homozygous, the mutation caused a partial 

release of the B’ silencing.  Mop2-1 was shown to be recessive with respect to the 

activation of silenced transgenes (Y. Lin and V. Chandler, unpublished), and the 

reduction of mutator transposable element methylation (J. Dorweiler, unpublished).   

     My dissertation research was to characterize the Mop2-1 mutant on a molecular level 

with the ultimate goal of cloning the gene, which would provide a better understanding of 

paramutation.  Genetic mapping was used to localize the mop2 region (Chapter II). The 

physical sequencing of the mop2 region enabled the comparison of a large maize-rice 

syntenic chromosomal segment (Chapter III).  In addition, the disclosure of gene content 
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through sequencing was essential to fine-structure mapping combined with candidate 

gene searching towards the cloning of mop2 (Chapter IV).  The progress of mop2 

characterization was intertwined with the advancement in other silencing systems, and 

greatly inspired by the rapid emergence of RNA-mediated regulation.      
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CHAPTER II 

 

GENETIC MAPPING OF THE mop2 GENE 

 

  

ABSTRACT 

 

     A major goal toward characterizing the Mop2-1 mutant is to clone the mop2 gene.  As 

Mop2-1 was generated by EMS (ethyl methanesulfonate) mutagenesis, a map-based 

cloning approach was pursued.  Mapping of the Mop2-1 mutation was initiated using a 

small backcross population of 69 individuals, generated by J. Dorweiler and a number of 

molecular markers available from the maize mapping project.  My results placed the 

mop2 locus between a pair of flanking markers — umc1823 and eks1 within a 21 BAC 

(Bacteria Artificial Chromosome) contig.  Mapping was done using two distinct assays: 

the partial release of B’ silencing and the abolishment of dsRNA-mediated transcriptional 

gene silencing of a gene required for male fertility in homozygous Mop2-1 individuals.  

Both assays positioned mop2 to the same interval.  The requirement for a wildtype allele 

of mop2 to mediate dsRNA-directed transcriptional silencing implicates mop2 

functioning in an RNA-directed transcriptional silencing pathway.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 

     Map-based gene cloning does not require prior knowledge of the gene products.  Yet it 

is applicable only if these individuals within the population have genetically based 

differences in the trait of interest.  In such a case, the gene responsible for this difference 

can be mapped to a chromosomal position adjacent to segments of DNA that have 

already been cloned—molecular markers.  At the time this project began the process of 

finding linked markers was very time-consuming for a genome like that of maize.  

Additionally, the maize physical map was still under construction and initially only 

limited maize sequences were available.   

     The approach I pursued was to identify two markers flanking the gene of interest and 

to generate additional markers in this interval to speed up screening for recombinants in 

larger mapping populations.  Ideally screening a mapping population continues until 

markers are identified that show no recombination with mop2.  A pair of tightly linked 

markers flanking mop2 can then be positioned on the maize physical map and one or 

more BAC clones containing the gene of interest can be identified and sequenced.  In this 

chapter I will present the major results of the genetic mapping of mop2, which localized it 

to a 2.9 cM region of chromosome 2S.   
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METHODS 

 

Maize Nomenclature 

 

     The name and symbol of a gene and its mutant alleles are all in italics, with the letters 

of the gene name all in lower case (e. g. mop2); dominant and semi-dominant mutant 

alleles are written with the first letter capitalized (e. g. Mop2-1), and recessive alleles 

with the first letter in lower case (e. g. mop1-1).  Specific alleles are designated with a 

hyphen following the gene name.  Gene products such as proteins (e. g. MOP2) or non-

coding RNAs are capitalized and not italicized.  Alleles from different inbred lines 

incorporate the name of the inbred as part of the designation, such as b–B73.  Loci 

represented by various markers are in italics (e. g. umc1823, eks1, OV9).  For further 

reference on maize nomenclature see “A Standard For Maize Genetics Nomenclature” in 

MaizeGDB at http://www.maizegdb.org/maize_nomenclature.php;  

 

Plant Stocks 

 

     The Mop2-1 mutant was identified in the F1 generation after pollinating B-I ears with 

ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) treated B’ pollen (Neuffer, 1994).  The B’ stock was in the 

K55 background and the B-I stock was in the W23 background, both originally obtained 

from E. H. Coe, Jr. (University of Missouri, Columbia) and maintained in the Chandler 

Lab.  The designated family number for the original Mop2-1 (W23/K55 background) 

http://www.maizegdb.org/maize_nomenclature.php
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mutant in the F1 population was KK1238-1 (Kubo. and Chandler, unpublished data).  To 

generate the Mop2-1 mapping generation, plants carrying homozygous Mop2-1 alleles 

were crossed to the B73 background, a stock also maintained in the Chandler Lab, and 

the resulting F1 was then backcrossed with homozygous Mop2-1 pollen.  Test crosses 

were carried out by crossing the Mop2-1 individuals in the backcross population to 

Mop2-1 testers that were phenotypically identified as homozygous or heterozygous.  The 

segregation ratios in each test-crossed family were used to verify the genotype of Mop2-1 

individuals used for mapping from the backcross population (V. Chandler and C. 

Springer, unpublished).  

 

Recombinant Screen 

 

     When using different markers to indicate the genotype of each individual locus, “A” 

symbolizes the allele originally linked to the chromosome containing the Mop2-1 allele, 

and “B”, the allele originally linked to the wildtype mop2-B73 allele.   A linkage analysis 

was done to find closely linked markers (Primer sets:  see SSR Data in MaizeGDB 

http://www.maizegdb.org/ssr.php; IBM2 2 genetic map: see 

http://www.maizemap.org/iMapDB/iMap.html ).  Two SSR (simple sequence repeat) 

markers, umc1823 and bnlg2277, are flanking the Mop2-1 interval and enabled PCR 

reactions for screening larger population.  The screening with RFLP (restriction fragment 

length polymorphism) marker eks1 required Southern hybridization, thus it was only used 

to further map individuals containing a recombination event between umc1823 and 

http://www.maizegdb.org/ssr.php
http://www.maizemap.org/iMapDB/iMap.html
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bnlg2277.  The SSR Touch-Down PCR conditions were:  3 min. at 94°C; 12 times (30 

sec. at 94°C, 30 sec. at (T-1)°C, 30 sec. at 72°C), each time the annealing temperature 

drops 1 degree, the starting temperature T is 60°C; 32 times (30 sec. at 94 °C, 30 sec. at 

48°C, 30 sec. at 72°C); 7 min. at 72°C; and then keep at 4°C.  Gel resolution: 3.5% SFR 

(Super Fine Resolution) gel (Amresco); 20 bp DNA ladders (Biolab).  The recombinant 

screening with Mop2-1 internal markers was performed after sequencing PCR products 

with specific primer sets (See Table II. 3 in RESULTS).  The PCR conditions were: 3 

min. at 94°C; 32 times (30 sec. at 94°C, 30 sec. at 55°C, 1 min. at 72°C); 7 min. at 72°C; 

and then keep at 4°C.  The genomic DNA samples were prepared by CTAB (N-

Cetyltrimethylammonium Bromide) extraction from leaf tissue from different plants 

(Saghai-Maroof et al., 1984). 

 

 

RESULTS 

 

B73 was chosen as a parent for the mapping population 

 

     Maize is a tropical grass originally domesticated by Central American natives.  A long 

history of maize production and breeding resulted in a large number of inbred lines, 

among which a dramatic genetic diversity exists, providing the necessary polymorphisms 

required for genetic mapping.  
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     The choice of B73 to generate the mapping population was based on two 

considerations, polymorphisms and resources available.  An AFLP (Amplified Fragment 

Length Polymorphism; Vos et al., 1995) experiment showed B73 was the most 

polymorphic inbred line relative to the Mop2-1 background among those that were tested 

(A188, A619, OH 43 and B37).  This was consistent with the genetic structure of maize 

inbred lines (Liu et al., 2003).  As I was mapping mop2 to the genetic map, a high 

resolution physical map of B73 was under construction in the Wing Laboratory (Wei and 

Wing, unpublished).  Three high-quality maize (Zea mays) BAC libraries, using different 

restriction enzymes (HindIII, EcoRI, and MboI), were constructed from inbred line B73 

(Yim et al., 2002).  In addition, the HindIII library, representing a 6x coverage of the 

genome, initiated the development of a framework for anchoring BAC contigs to the 

intermated B73 x Mo17 (IBM) genetic map and to mark the bin boundaries on the 

physical map (Yim et al., 2002).  This integrated information from the developing 

physical map contributed greatly to the process of Mop2-1 mapping as will be shown 

throughout this dissertation. 

 

Using the Mop2-1 backcross generation as the mapping population 

 

     A backcross mapping population was generated to map mop2 using its recessive trait: 

increased expression of B’.  The low expression level of B’ is partially released in the 

homozygous Mop2-1 mutation but not in heterozygotes as shown in Figure II. 1.  
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Therefore, in a population segregating Mop2-1 homozygotes and heterozygotes, the 

zygosity of this particular locus is indicated by the level of anthocyanin.    

 

Figure II. 1  Phenotypes of homozygous and heterozygous mop2 mutations.  

 

                               (A)                   (B)  

 

Legend for Figure II. 1     (A): Mop2-1 B’/Mop2-1 B’; homozygous Mop2-1 mutants are 

darkly pigmented because of the partial loss of B’ silencing.  (B): Mop2-1 B’/+ b-B73; 

heterozygous Mop2-1 mutants are lightly pigmented because of the lower expression of 

B’.  + indicates the wildtype allele of the mop2 gene in B73.  b-B73 indicates the b allele 

in B73. 

 

     The generation of the Mop2-1 mapping population is shown in Figure II. 2.  After the 

homozygous Mop2-1 mutant was crossed with B73, the heterozygous Mop2-1 B’/+ b-

B73 F1 plants were then backcrossed to homozygous Mop2-1 B’ plants to generate a BC1 

population segregating homozygous and heterozygous Mop2-1 mutants.  In such a 

population, the darker pigment due to the higher expression level of B’ indicates a plant 

homozygous for Mop2-1 mutation; whereas in plants heterozygous for Mop2-1, the 
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existing wildtype mop2-B73 allele is sufficient to maintain the low expression level of B’.  

The Mop2-1 mutation is loosely linked to the b allele on chromosome 2.  The mop2 gene 

is in bin 2.02 and b1 is in bin 2.03 in the IBM2 2 map (Figure II. 3). 

 

Figure II. 2  Generation of the Mop2-1 BC1  mapping population. 

 

  Mop2-1 B’ / Mop2-1 B’        X     + b-B73 / + b-B73 
     (darkly pigmented)                       (green plant)   
 
 
F1                        Mop2-1 B’ / + b-B73         X          Mop2-1 B’ / Mop2-1 B’   

                     (lightly pigmented)                         (darkly pigmented) 
 

 

 

BC1                    Mop2-1 B’ / Mop2-1 B’        or               Mop2-1 B’ / + b–B73 
                              (darkly pigmented)                         (lightly pigmented)                            
 
 
 
Legend for Figure II. 2     + indicates the wildtype allele of the mop2 gene in B73 and b-

B73 indicates the b allele in B73. 

 

     Because the difference in pigment phenotype can sometimes be subtle, test crosses 

were performed on every individual in the backcross population.  The segregation ratios 

in each of the test-crossed families were examined by t-student test.  The cutoff for the 

Mop2-1 plants in the backcross generation to be excluded for mapping was p<0.05, λ2
(1) > 

3.84. 
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     The mapping population of 69 individuals that I initially used was generated by Jane 

Dorweiler (JD1840 family and JD2306 family).  There were thirty homozygous plants 

and thirty-nine heterozygous plants in this particular mapping population.  A larger 

mapping population (families Q347-Q359, Q364-Q367) was later generated by Catherine 

Springer and Vicki Chandler.  After examining test crosses, 133 plants were considered 

to be homozygous with high statistical significance (P>0.05, λ2
(1)<3.84), and 273 plants 

were heterozygous with the same criteria.  

 

The isolation of co-segregating molecular markers 

      

     By identifying linked molecular markers one can assign a locus to an interval on the 

genetic map.  Genetic markers that are frequently used included SSR (simple sequence 

repeat), RFLP (restriction fragment length polymorphism), SNP (single nucleotide 

polymorphism).  The dominance, abundance, ubiquity and interspersed nature of these 

markers make them ideal for genetic mapping.  Particularly, an average frequency of 1 

SNP per 70 bp has been estimated in maize (Rafalski, 2002), a marker source with 

extraordinary abundance.   

     A linked polymorphic SSR marker can be identified through SFR (Super Fine 

Resolution) gels; RFLP markers are scored by Southern blot hybridization; and most SNP 

markers need to be verified by sequence readouts after PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) 

amplification.  The SSR markers lend themselves to high throughput PCR screening of 
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large populations, while the other types of markers are most useful for fine-structure 

mapping with a small number of recombinants. 

     Early genetic crosses showed that the Mop2-1 mutation was linked to b1, which is on 

chromosome 2, bin 2.03 (Dorweiler, unpublished).  A series of SSR markers that are on 

the IBM2 2 (integrated B73 and Mo17 Chromosome 2) map in the vicinity of bin 2.01-

2.03 were used to test for linked polymorphisms within the mapping population of 69 

individuals (Figure II. 3).   

     The PCR primers for these SSR markers are available at MaizeGDB 

(http://www.maizegdb.org/ssr.php).  The SSR markers bnlg1017, bnlg1297, umc1961, 

umc1823, and bnlg2277 were identified as polymorphic and linked to the Mop2-1 locus.  

 

Figure II. 3  IBM2 2 genetic map of maize chromosome 2 from bin 2.02 to bin 2.03. 
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http://www.maizegdb.org/ssr.php
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Legend for Figure II. 3     The highlighted markers were polymorphic in the B73 and 

Mop2-1 parents. 

 

     The gene locus for ent-kaurene synthetase, eks1, is in the 2.02 interval near bnlg2277 

on the IBM2 2 map (Figure II. 3).  I did not succeed in developing polymorphic PCR 

markers using the EST (expressed sequence tag) sequence of eks1 (AF105964 or p-

csu186).  Therefore, Southern blotting was used to test for RFLP at the eks1 locus.  A 

DNA probe of 377 bp was developed using the EST sequence of eks1.  The probe was 

hybridized to a Mop2-1 survey blot on which the genomic DNA of wildtype, 

homozygous and heterozygous Mop2-1 plants were each digested with one of the 

following restriction enzymes: EcoRV, BamHI, DraI, XbaI, EcoRI and HindIII.  An 

RFLP polymorphism at eks1 was detected with the BamHI digestion.         

 

Table II. 1  Information for markers closely linked to Mop2-1.    

 

Marker
Coordinate On 

IBM2 2  map

Number of 

recombinants
Feature

In-house 

Catalog number
Forward /Reverse primer Note 

bnlg1297f TCTCGATCGCTCCGATCTAT Wildtype: upper band
bnlg1297r GACTCAACTCCAAAAGGCGA Mutant: lower band
umc1823f AAAGCCTTACTGTTATTAGGCTAGGCA Mutant: upper band
umc1823r AGAAAACCAGCCCCAGATGTTC Wildtype: lower band
umc1961f GGATGAGAATTGAGAAAGAGCCAA Mutant: upper band
umc1961r CATGTCCATACACAGTCATACACTGC Wildtype: lower band

VC516 GACAGAAGTTGGCATACTTC Mutant: uncut
VC517 GTATTCCTTCTCTGTTTGGC Wildtype: cut

bnlg2277f TTACGGTACCAATTCGCTCC Mutant: upper band
bnlg2277r GACGACGCCATTTTCTGATT Wildtype: lower band

122.4

143.1

bnlg1297

umc1823

umc1961

eks1

bnlg2277

59.9

92.8

92.8

BamHI

AG(19)

4/69

1/69

1/69

1/69

6/69

AG(32)

TG(36)

N/A
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Legend for Table II. 1     N/A: Not Available; the number and the sequence of the repeat 

in umc1961 are not provided by MaizeGDB.  

 

     The number of the recombinants between Mop2-1 and each respective molecular 

marker is listed in Table II. 1, which also includes other detailed information about each 

of the markers.  The markers umc1823 and eks1 defined the two boundaries of the region 

containing the Mop2-1 locus.  A summary of the mapping data for each of the markers 

with the ten informatic recombinants is in Table II. 2.   

 

Table II. 2  Mapping data for assigning mop2 region. 

 

 

bnlg1297 umc1961 umc1823 eks1 bnlg2277

1 JD1840-red-2      AB ► AA AA AA AA AA
2 JD1840-red-10      AB ► AA AA AA AA AA
3 JD1840-yel-2      AA ► AB AB AB AB AB
4 JD1840-yel-11  AA AA    AA ► AB AB AB
5 JD1840-yel-21 AB AB AB AB     ◄ AA AA
6 JD1840-red-5 AA AA AA AA AA      ◄ AB
7 JD2306-7 AB AB AB AB AA      ◄ AA
8 JD2306-13 AB AB AB AB AB      ◄ AA
9 JD2306-6 AA AA AA AA AA      ◄ AB
10 JD2306-8 AA AA AA AA AA      ◄ AB

Plant number in 

Mop2-1  mapping 

population

Markers at telomere end
Mop2-1 
phenotype

Markers at centromere end

 

 
Legend for Table II. 2     A indicates polymorphism associated with the Mop2-1 

containing chromosome; B indicates polymorphism associated with the B73 chromosome 

containing wildtype mop2-B73. 
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The genetic map of mop2 

 

     With genetic linkage analysis, the recombination rate between each pair of markers 

indicates their relative distance and order.  The genetic map distance is calculated by the 

number of crossover events that can be observed in the mapping population.  The genetic 

map distance is intrinsically affected by the local composition of DNA.  Regions rich in 

genes show high recombination frequencies, while non-genic regions and regions with 

low gene density have much lower recombination frequencies.    In practice, the size of 

the genome, the number of genes and how they are dispersed, and how the mapping 

population is generated all influence the genetic distance of an interval.   

     The IBM population consists of recombinant inbred lines that underwent three 

generations of random intermating (Lee et al., 2002).  The additional meioses compared 

to that of the backcross Mop2-1 mapping population results in a theoretical expansion of 

the IBM genetic map by approximately 6-fold relative to the map generated with a BC1 

population.  As demonstrated in Figure II. 4, the SSR marker umc1823 and the RFLP 

marker eks1 represent the two ends of the smallest mop2 region identified with available 

markers.  The distance between umc1823 and eks1 on the IBM2 map is 29.6 cM, rather 

than 2.9 cM predicted from the mop2 mapping.  If this number is multiplied by 6, the 

17.4 is less than the 29.6 in IBM2; this discrepancy may reflect local chromosomal 

rearrangements that partially suppress recombination in the mop2 interval (Fu and 

Dooner, 2002).   
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     With the maize physical map under construction at the Arizona Genomics Institute 

(AGI; http://www.genome.arizona.edu/fpc/maize/; Wei and Wing, unpublished), 

available data showed that the physical distance between umc1823 and eks1 is 

approximately 2.4Mb, with a Minimum Tilling Path (MTP) of 2.6 Mb containing 21 

BACs (See Chapter III).  The MTP was determined using the MTP function of FPC 

(Finger Printed Contig) (Engler et al., 2003).  

 

Figure II. 4  The genetic map containing the mop2 interval. 

recombinant rate 4/69                        1/69 1/69 6/69
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59.9 92  92.8 112.4 143.1IBM2 map 
distance(cM)

8.7our mapping 
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2.9cM

 

 

 

http://www.genome.arizona.edu/fpc/maize/
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A second phenotype of Mop2-1 confirms its mapped location   

 

     In collaboration with Mark Cigan at Pioneer Hi-Bred, an experiment was conducted to 

determine whether the mop mutations could prevent transcriptional gene silencing 

mediated by dsRNA targeted to a promoter.  Dr. Cigan generated plants that contain a 

transgene that expresses an inverted repeat of a promoter targeting an endogenous gene 

required for male fertility, MS45IR.  When MS45 is silenced the plants are male sterile.  

The mop1-1, Mop2-1 and mop3-1 mutants were crossed to the MS45IR-transgenic line 

with all the resulting F1 progenies male sterile.  These F1 progenies were then crossed as 

female again to each mutant, generating families segregating heterozygous and 

homozygous mop mutant plants.  Only the Mop2-1 mutation was able to prevent the 

dsRNA-mediated transcriptional gene silencing, as evidenced by the fact that most plants 

carrying the transgene and homozygous for the Mop2-1 mutation were fertile.  Plants 

carrying the other two mutantions in combination with the MS45IR transgene were 

completely sterile.  Interestingly, the amount of siRNA specific to the MS45IR was the 

same in the fertile and sterile Mop2-1 homozygous and heterozygous plants, respectively, 

suggesting that the Mop2-1 mutation acts downstream of the accumulation of siRNA.    

     This experiment not only provided more information on what the mop2 gene might 

encode, but also provided an additional assay that could be used for Mop2-1 mapping.  It 

was observed that the two phenotypes, fertility versus sterility and purple pigment versus 

green plants, co-segregated in the Mop2-1/MS45IR families.  Further examination of the 

genotypes of Mop2-1/MS45IR plants at the umc1823 and bnlg2277 loci showed that 
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these two markers co-segregate with both phenotypes, such that plants that were 

homozygous for the umc1823 and bnlg2277 alleles linked to the Mop2-1 locus were both 

fertile and dark pigmented.  Therefore, this observation confirms the genetic mapping of 

mop2 to this interval.    

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Marker development in the mop2 interval for fine-structure mapping 

 

     My research localized the mop2 locus between umc1823 and eks1, a region in which 

there were no additional co-segregating molecular markers available at MaizeGDB to 

further narrow the mop2 region.  As the mop2 interval is within a region highly syntenic 

to the corresponding region in rice chromosome 4, several attempts to use rice markers 

for mop2 mapping were tried, but without success (discussed in Chapter IV).  

     It was then decided to skim sequence the interval between markers umc1823 and eks1, 

which consists of 21 BACs in its Minimum Tiling Pathway (MTP) of 2.6 Mb.  Details of 

the sequencing are described in Chapter III.  Sequencing the mop2 region served multiple 

purposes.  Knowledge of the gene content in the region could identify potential candidate 

genes and would also provide the sequence source to develop new markers for further 

mapping of mop2 (Chapter IV).  Furthermore, the sequence in such a large syntenic 

region enabled a comparison between maize and rice.  
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Paramutation and RNA-related transcriptional gene silencing 

 

     The observation that gene silencing mediated by dsRNA is prevented in plants 

homozygous for the Mop2-1 mutation was the first evidence that paramutation may be 

involved in an RNA-mediated transcriptional gene silencing mechanism.  This hypothesis 

was further substantiated in studies of another paramutation mutant, mop1-1. 

     The recent cloning of the mop1 gene (Alleman et al., 2006) revealed it encodes 

RDR101, homologous to Arabidopsis RDR2, an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 

associated with production of siRNA molecules targeting DNA methylation and 

heterochromatin formation (Chan et al., 2004; May et al., 2005).  One hypothesis for why 

the presence of the mop1-1 mutation did not prevent the MS45IR transgene silencing, is 

that the strong promoter driving the MS45IR produces sufficient levels of dsRNA so that 

the loss of an RNA polymerase has no consequence.  The Mop2-1 mutation does not 

affect siRNA accumulation based on the same measurement of MS45IR homologous 

siRNA obtained in the fertile Mop2-1 homozygous plants and the sterile Mop2-1 

heterozygous plants.  Therefore, we hypothesize that mop2 plays a role downstream of 

mop1, and mop2 does not affect either the siRNA production or the siRNA stability, but 

rather affects a subsequent step in the transcriptional gene silencing pathway.   
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CHAPTER III   

 

TANDEM DUPLICATED GENES, GENE FRAGMENTS AND OTHER 

MECHANISMS ARE INVOLVED IN THE BREAKAGE OF COLLINEARITY 

BETWEEN MAIZE AND RICE 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

     Mapping with conserved molecular markers originally demonstrated that cereal 

genomes are highly syntenic.  Previous sequencing studies focusing on primarily one or a 

few BACs anchored by single loci revealed significant collinearity as well, although 

small rearrangements were frequently seen.  To cost effectively and efficiently 

investigate collinearity over larger chromosomal regions in maize and rice, a BAC skim 

sequencing approach was used in combination with the recently finished maize physical 

map to dissect a 29.6 cM maize region on maize chromosome 2S, which is highly 

syntenic to an 11 cM region on rice chromosome 4L.  Twenty-one Minimum Tiling Path 

(MTP) clones were selected from the maize physical map for sequencing at 1.5 to 4x 

coverage.  The assembled skim sequence was 2,186,369 bp, representing 84% of the 2.6 

Mb physical interval.  Maize sequences from public databases were combined with the 

skim sequence to expand the sequence pool and enhance the collinearity analysis.  A total 

of 144 putative maize genes (124 unique genes) and 166 rice genes (125 unique genes) 
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were predicted in the compared regions with 68 shared unique genes within 10 syntenic 

blocks.  Throughout most of this region, there is an inverse correlation with the amount 

of repetitive sequences and gene density.  While multiple classes of transposable 

elements are present in both of the compared regions, there is no sequence similarity 

between the repetitive sequences from the two species.  In addition, distinct classes of 

transposable elements are prominent in each species.  This study established that BAC 

skim sequencing is an efficient tool for sampling sequences from mega-base level 

genome segments for the purpose of gene discovery, synteny comparison, and for 

understanding different mechanisms underlying the genome organization and the 

extension of collinearity.  Tandem duplicated genes, gene fragments and other 

mechanisms were shown to be involved in the breakage of collinearity between maize 

and rice.

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

     The grass family Poaceae includes the major cereal crops, among which, rice, maize 

and wheat are the most economically important domesticated grasses and sources for 

more than half of the total food production in the world.  Experiments using cross-

hybridization with probes derived from common sets of conserved molecular markers 

demonstrated a remarkable degree of collinearity among these cereal species, despite the 

large differences in genome sizes (Ahn and Tanksley, 1993; Moore et al., 1995; Gale and 
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Devos, 1998; Feuillet and Keller, 1999).  The collinearity observed has led to the 

suggestion of a single syntenic genome in the grass family that could be used to predict 

the position of homologous genes carrying important agroeconomic traits (Bennetzen and 

Freeling, 1993, 1997; Devos and Gale, 2000).  In addition, comparative analysis between 

species in the grass family provides a powerful tool for marker development and genome 

evolution studies.  

     Studies of a few individual loci and adjacent sequences have examined the extent of 

microsynteny at the DNA sequence level by sequencing several hundred kilobase pairs in 

a few grass species.  These studies revealed numerous small rearrangements across the 

species (Chen et al., 1998; Bennetzen and Ramakrishna, 2002; Ramakrishna et al., 2002; 

Song et al., 2002; Lai et al., 2004).  In addition, a potentially large disruption at the maize 

adh1 locus was detected by genetic mapping using probes from the syntenic rice region 

(Tarchini et al., 2000).  The results from these studies, assuming they are representative 

of the whole genome, raise several issues.  First, they suggest that the notion of a single 

syntenic genome in the grass family is oversimplified.  Second, while synteny may be 

used to predict the position of homologous genes and find genetic markers across species 

for mapping, gene losses could prevent efficient map-based cloning efforts.  Third, the 

mechanisms generating the rearrangements within syntenic regions remain unclear.  

Addressing these issues requires comparison of larger regions.   

     In the research described herein, we explored the potential and efficiency of the BAC 

skim sequencing approach to obtain the sequences from a 29.6 cM maize region on 

chromosome 2S.  Mapping with anchoring markers indicated this maize region was 
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highly syntenic to an 11 cM region on rice chromosome 4L.  Comparison of the maize 

and rice sequence revealed potential mechanisms for the disruption of local collinearity.   

 

 

METHODS 

 

Syntenic region and Minimum Tiling Path selection 

 

     The maize physical map was constructed at the Arizona Genomics Institute (AGI; 

http://www.genome.arizona.edu/fpc/maize/; Wei and Wing, unpublished).  The physical 

map contains more than 14825 overgo markers (Gardiner et al., 2004); Gardiner, 

unpublished) and over 9000 low-copy BAC end sequences (Messing et al., 2004).  The 

high density of markers enabled the construction of a maize-rice syntenic map with 

sequenced rice pseudomolecules (IRGSP, unpublished).  The cut-off for BlastN in 

constructing the synteny map is less than e-15, with matched sequence greater than 100 

bp in length.  The MTP (Minimum Tiling Path) function of FPC (Finger Printed Contig) 

(Engler et al., 2003) was used to pick the maize MTP BAC clones. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.genome.arizona.edu/fpc/maize/
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BAC shotgun sequencing 

 

     The BAC and plasmid DNAs were isolated as described in detail on the AGI web site 

http://www.genome.arizona.edu/information/protocols/index.html.  Shotgun libraries 

were constructed as described (Grover et al., 2004).  Bacteria genome-free BAC DNA 

was sheared with a HydroShear (GeneMachines) set at speed 12 for 25 cycles at room 

temperature.  The fragmented DNA ends were repaired with the "End-it" DNA end repair 

kit (Epicentre).  End-repaired DNA fragments were resolved on an agarose gel, selected 

for a size range of 2–6 kb, and purified with QIAEX II (QIAGEN).  The purified DNA 

was then ligated into pBluescript II KS+ vector (Strategene) and each library was 

sequenced   in both directions using the universal vector primers T7 and T3 in two to three 

96-well plates.   

 

BAC genomic sequence assembly, sequence annotation and collinearity analysis 

 

     The sequencing reads of the 21 maize BACs were cleaned and assembled using the 

standard Phred, Cross_match (Ewing and Green, 1998; Ewing et al., 1998) and Phrap 

package (http://www.phrap.org).  The assembled maize contigs were manually checked 

and edited with the Consed program (Gordon et al., 1998).  The maize sequences from 

the contigs were searched with BlastN against the syntenic rice chromosome 4.  By 

repeat masking with the TIGR AZM v4.0 maize repeat databases 

(http://www.tigr.org/tdb/tgi/maize/repeat_db.shtml), the low-copy and repetitive maize 

http://www.genome.arizona.edu/information/protocols/index.html
http://www.phrap.org/
http://www.tigr.org/tdb/tgi/maize/repeat_db.shtml
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sequences were identified and separated.  The syntenic region of rice chromosome 4 was 

re-annotated with the assistance of the gene prediction program FGENESH 

(http://www.softberry.com/), rice full-length cDNAs, ESTs, Pfam and the AGI in-house 

rice repeat database (Wing, unpublished).  The putative syntenic genes in the rice region 

were identified by using the maize sequences (both masked and un-masked) as queries 

for BlastN (<e-10) and tBlastN (<e-7) searches.  The maize low-copy sequences that 

contained no syntenic sequences of rice were used as queries for BlastX searches (<e-7) 

in the NCBI NR (non-redundant) database to identify non-syntenic maize genes.  To 

rescue the potential “missed genes” in the maize 2.6 Mb region, two public maize 

sequence databases were searched for sequences not covered by our skim sequencing 

approach.  The MAGI (Maize Assembled Gene Island 

(http://www.plantgenomics.iastate.edu/maize; (Emrich et al., 2004)) database was 

searched by BlastN for sequences having an overlap with the BAC skim sequences in our 

project.  MAGI was chosen for its high-quality sequence-release due to the high 

stringency used for the sequence assembly.  The TIGR maize Gene Index (ZMGI) 

sequences were also incorporated into our BAC skim sequences by BlastN searches.  The 

cut-offs pertaining to e-value, sequence identity and the aligned length were e-100, 99%, 

200 bp for the MAGI search and e-100, 99%, 120 bp for the ZMGI search.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.softberry.com/
http://www.plantgenomics.iastate.edu/maize
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Helitron identification in the maize syntenic region 

 

     The DNA sequence of helitron elements characterized in maize B73 and Mo17 inbred 

lines (Brunner et al., 2005a; Morgante et al., 2005) and the protein sequences encoded by 

helitrons in A. thaliana and rice (Kapitonov and Jurka, 2001) were used as queries to 

search for helitron elements in the 2.6 Mb maize region by BlastN and tBlastN.  The 

alignments were then examined to see whether either contained conserved residues in the 

HEL protein-coding gene, or features of helitron 5' and 3' ends.  Only matches with e < 

10  were considered significant. -10

 

Identification of MULE-related consensus sequences from the RECON output 

 

     The 266 MULE-related consensus sequences were identified based on the 3300 repeat 

families recovered by RECON as follows: (1) the sequences of repeat families were used 

as queries to search against the sequences of previously characterized MULEs in rice 

(Tarchini et al., 2000); (Jiang and Wessler, 2002).  If a sequence was similar to known 

MULEs (BlastN E < 10-10), it was considered to be a MULE related sequence; (2) the 

sequences of repeat families were used to search against proteins in GenBank 

(downloaded on Feb. 15, 2003).  If a sequence is similar to known Mutator-like proteins 

(BlastX E< 10-10), it is considered to be a MULE related sequence; (3) if a sequence was 

not similar to any known TEs, the following procedure was used to define new MULE 

TIRs since many consensus sequences in the RECON output represent a single MULE 
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TIR.  First, the relevant sequence was used to search the rice genome database and at 

least 20 hits (if there are 20 or more hits, BlastX E< 10-10) and the100 bp flanking 

sequence on each side of the hits were recovered.  The recovered sequences were then 

aligned using “pileup” function in GCG, with the resulting output examined for the 

presence of possible borders between putative elements and their flanking sequences.  A 

border was defined if the sequence homology stopped at the same position for more than 

half of the aligned sequences, and the 10 bp sequence at the termini of the putative 

element was compared with known MULEs.  If the 10 most terminal nucleotides were 

similar (at least 6 out of 10 bp being identical) to any known MULE termini, the 

consensus sequence was considered to be a TIR candidate.  To test whether the candidate 

represented the TIR of a MULE, 10 kb of flanking sequences of the relevant hits were 

searched for the presence of the same candidate sequence in an inverted orientation.  If 

such a pair of sequences was found and a 9 bp TSD was identified immediately beside 

the termini, it was considered to be a MULE.  If for a given consensus five such elements 

were found, the consensus was considered to be a MULE TIR.    
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RESULTS 

 

BAC selection and sequencing of a maize region highly syntenic to a rice region 

 

     A complete maize physical map has been constructed in the Arizona Genome Institute 

(Wei and Wing, unpublished).  The high density of genetic, overgo and STC (Sequence-

Tagged Connector) markers allowed us to construct a high-resolution maize-rice synteny 

map (Wei and Wing, unpublished).  To compare the genome organization and gene 

content, a 29.6 cM maize region of chromosome 2S highly syntenic to a region of 11 cM 

on rice chromosome 4, was chosen for this study.  Although the selected maize and rice 

regions are inverted relative to the centromeres, the high level of synteny between the 

two is indicated by 46 syntenic genetic or overgo markers and 40 syntenic STC markers 

(Figure III. 1).  Further, the two regions represent a similar genetic distance with the 

difference in map distance explained by the threefold expansion of the maize IBM 

(intermated B73 x Mo17) map relative to the rice map (Lee et al., 2002).  The physical 

length of the maize region, between the syntenic markers umc1823 and eks1, is slightly 

more than 2.4 Mb, while the syntenic region in rice spans 1.25 Mb.  
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Figure III. 1  Maize contig 70 and its syntenic region on rice chromosome 4L.   
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Legend for Figure III. 1     A portion of the genetic, overgo and STC (Sequence-Tagged 

Connector) markers used for the maize-rice synteny map construction is shown.  The 

maize region defined by syntenic marker umc1823 and eks1 covered most of contig 70 on 

the physical map of maize chromosome 2S.  The twenty-one MTP clones from BAC 

libraries ZMMBBb and ZMBBc selected for sequencing are shown on the left.  Markers 

umc1823 and eks1 are in BACs b0144P21 and c0110I04, respectively.  The maize MTP 

covered a physical distance of slightly more than 2.6 Mb.  The syntenic rice region on 

chromosome 4L covers 1.25 Mb. 
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     BAC skim sequencing, also referred to as low-pass BAC sequencing, was used for 

obtaining low-copy gene-enriched sequences in the maize region.  This approach has 

been previously used for candidate gene identification in barley (Wei et al., 1999) and 

marker discovery in wheat (Stein et al., 2000).  The sizes of twenty-one MTP (Minimum 

Tiling Path) clones selected for BAC skim sequencing (Figure III. 1) were measured 

using NotI digestion and CHEF gel electrophoresis.  The BAC inserts ranged from 87 to 

178 Kb (Table III. 1). 

     Most of the shotgun libraries prepared from each BAC were sequenced with at least 

384 reads except for the smallest 87 kb BAC b0513O07, in which 288 reads were 

obtained.  To estimate whether low coverage sequencing would affect the number of 

genes identified, the gene coverage was assessed after increasing numbers of sequence 

reactions for nine BACs.  No difference was found when comparing the number of genes 

identified from sequencing two versus three 96-well plate templates from both ends (1.5 

to 3.4 times coverage; data not shown).  This result showed that at 1-2x sequencing 

redundancy of random shotgun libraries, most of the genes and low-copy sequences 

within a BAC can be captured.  A total of 6.4 Mb of draft sequences over the maize 

region were obtained with an overall coverage of 2.3X and the coverage for each BAC 

varying from 1.5 to 4X.  The overall sequencing success rate was 89%.  Table III. 1 

summarizes the sequence analysis of each BAC within the MTP.  After assembling, the 

sequence was condensed to 2,186,369 bp, representing 84% of the 2.6 Mb physical 

interval in maize (Table III. 1). 
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Size Seq Read  Draft  Draft Assm. Assm. Uni.  Rep.  Uni.  Rep.  Shared Uni. Total  Gene dens MAGI TC Gene Micro- 

BAC ID  (kb) (a/b)1 Seq (bp) Cov. Seq (bp) Cov. Seq (bp) Seq (bp) Seq (%) Seq (%) Genes2 Genes3 Genes (kb/gene)    Index Array 

b0144P21 97 283/329 202345 2.1 76507 0.8 20601 55906 26.9 73.1 3 0 3 32.3 25 4 5 

b0332C07 104 353/384 367826 3.5 103870 1.0 24222 79648 23.3 76.7 1 4 5 20.8 29 4 2 

b0513O07 87 195/288 143715 1.7 73180 0.8 34171 39009 46.7 53.3 4 3 7 12.4 28 5 5 

c0197L20 160 328/384 240752 1.5 111103 0.7 26490 84613 23.8 76.2 3 2 5 32.0 16 6 6 

c0285L18 165 357/384 246330 1.5 119264 0.7 29695 89569 24.9 75.1 3 7 10 16.5 27 10 7 

c0174J08 176 285/384 263910 1.5 80796 0.5 12863 67933 15.9 84.1 4 2 6 29.3 16 2 1 

b0350L12 130 427/480 429135 3.3 107041 0.8 35568 71473 33.2 66.8 6 5 11 11.8 21 3 6 

b0355J03 125 452/480 336740 2.7 107812 0.9 49383 58429 45.8 54.2 7 3 10 12.5 18 18 13 

c0254P15 153 533/576 522873 3.4 108846 0.7 38247 70599 35.1 64.9 6 4 10 15.3 36 16 12 

b0239D20 136 452/480 331316 2.4 109901 0.8 30592 79309 27.8 72.2 3 0 3 45.3 33 8 10 

b0529A09 120 343/384 227066 1.9 90980 0.8 26276 64704 28.9 71.1 2 4 6 20.0 35 4 7 

b0379G22 114 357/384 251685 2.2 89204 0.8 39748 49456 44.6 55.4 5 0 5 22.8 23 7 3 

b0262G23 103 344/384 249056 2.4 105813 1.0 52199 53614 49.3 50.7 7 4 11 9.4 24 11 11 

b0194M23 110 412/480 440016 4.0 81970 0.7 35666 46304 43.5 56.5 4 2 6 18.3 31 1 4 

c0176J20 178 551/576 405536 2.3 141963 0.8 35366 106597 24.9 75.1 1 5 6 29.7 22 6 5 

c0231G24 162 539/576 405867 2.5 145485 0.9 56393 89092 38.8 61.2 8 2 10 16.2 44 8 12 

c0217J01 160 404/480 280780 1.8 107886 0.7 39430 68456 36.5 63.5 8 0 8 20.0 35 14 9 

c0095L03 145 531/576 386568 2.7 134338 0.9 35751 98587 26.6 73.4 2 6 8 18.1 17 12 11 

b0127M12 100 318/384 213060 2.1 77104 0.8 34622 42482 44.9 55.1 2 7 9 11.1 20 11 4 

c0158D20 140 354/384 239658 1.7 104142 0.7 62284 41858 59.8 40.2 11 5 16 8.8 46 16 12 

c0110I04 160 335/384 230480 1.4 109164 0.7 56537 52627 51.8 48.2 10 5 15 10.7 58 15 13 

Total 2825 8153/9161 6414714 2.3 2186369 0.8 776104 1410265 35.5 64.5       18.1       

                  

Table III. 1  The summary of sequence analysis from the 21 MTP BACs. 
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Legend for Table III.1     Seq: Sequence; Cov: Coverage; Assm: Assembled; Uni: 

Unique; Rep: Repetitive; MAGI: Maize Assembled Genomic Island; TC:  Tentative 

Consensus; 1a/b: a, number of successful sequence reads; b, total number of sequencing 

reactions; 2Shared Genes: the number of genes shared between this BAC with its adjacent 

BACs.  3Uni. Genes: the genes specific for that very BAC, other than in the overlap 

region of two adjacent BACs. 

 

Gene identification and collinearity analysis in the syntenic maize and rice regions 

 

     The corresponding rice syntenic region was analyzed by BlastN search (<e-10) of the 

rice chromosome 4 IRGSP pseudo-molecules using the entire assembled maize sequences 

of the 21 BACs with and without masking the repetitive sequence.  The two searches hit 

the same rice sequence sets.  The rice syntenic region equivalent to the 21-BAC maize 

region contains 11 BACs spanning 1,247,764 bp (Table III. 2). 

     Because the genes in the syntenic region of rice were used to address the maize-rice 

collinearity, rice gene re-annotation in this region was done for accuracy.  After masking 

the repetitive sequences in the rice region, an updated FGENESH gene search program, 

the rice full-length cDNAs, ESTs databases and Blast search in NCBI were used for gene 

prediction.   
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Table III. 2  BACs in the rice syntenic region. 

 

BAC_ID Length (base pair) GenBank Accession Number 

OSJNBa0085I10* 150,551 AL606684 

OSJNBa0070C17 160,484 AL731610 

OSJNBa0008M17 133,279 AL662950 

OSJNBa0093O08 148,860 AL606648 

OSJNBa0058K23 164,805 AL662970 

OSJNBb0085C12 122,721 AL606660 

OSJNBa0053K19 187,601 AL606645 

OSJNBb0060E08 165,791 AL606669 

OSJNBa0089N06 139,860 AL662988 

OSJNBb0015D13 127,053 AL606650 

OSJNBa0043L09* 159,502 AL606444 

 

Legend for Table III. 2     *: The sequences from 84130 bp to the end of BAC 

OSJNBa0085I10, and  from the beginning of  BAC OSJNBa0043L09 to 6219 bp are 

included in this study. 

 

     Among the 166 putative rice genes in this 1.25 Mb region, 150 of them were 

annotated the same as the published report (Feng et al., 2002).  However, 11 represented 

new putative genes and two were found to have been wrongly annotated before.  Of the 

two previously mis-annotated genes, one (OSJNBa0053K19.14--17) was actually a 
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retrotransposon insertion, the other (OSJNBb0015D13.19) was reported as a single gene 

model, but is really one gene tandemly duplicated four times, thus there are four gene 

copies at this locus instead of only the one previously reported. 

     Putative maize genes were identified as syntenic if they are at a comparable location 

and ordered in the maize region as they are in the rice syntenic region.  Meanwhile, to 

minimize the number of rapidly evolving genes that might escape detection in maize, 

putative rice protein sequences were used as queries in tBlastN against the entire 

sequence from the 21-BAC maize region.  Each of the homologs of the duplicated genes 

were counted as a distinct gene, and a total of 98 genes in rice and 86 in maize were 

detected at corresponding positions in the selected maize and rice regions and categorized 

as syntenic (Figure III. 2 and Table III. 3).  The remaining maize low-copy sequences 

were then used as queries for BlastX searches against the NCBI non-redundant protein 

database, which resulted in the identification of 58 maize putative non-syntenic genes 

(Figure III. 2 and Table III. 3).   

     One additional gene in BAC c0217J01 was found after incorporating the MAGI and 

Maize Gene Index sequences with the maize skimming sequences from this study (See 

METHODS).  Therefore, a total of 144 putative maize genes were predicted as compared 

to 166 rice genes in the corresponding syentenic region.  The shared-genes represent 

59.0% (98/166) and 59.7% (86/144) of the total number of genes in the comparable 

regions in rice and maize, respectively.  The non-redundant gene set is 124 unique genes 

in maize, 125 in rice.  A total of 68 syntenic unique genes represent 54.8% and 54.4% in 

maize and rice regions, respectively. 
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Figure III. 2  Gene alignment in the maize-rice syntenic regions.  
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     For each aligned panel, the rice segment is on the top and the 

aize segment is on the bottom, with the rice physical length indicated on the right.  The 

annotated with the arrowhead indicating the 3’ end of the 

e orientation within each BAC is not known and each gene is 

dicated as a rectangle.    

e start and the end of each maize BAC with the BAC number 

 are indicated by shared genes in two adjacent BACs.   

aize and rice are connected with grey shading.  The maize 

es are placed according to their BAC assignment and the positions of their 

rectangular blocks are syntenic blocks I 

ore than three syntenic genes which are not disrupted with 

aize genes are red and yellow, respectively.  The numbers 

aize genes are as listed in the Table III.3.  The 

aize genes for which their position is known relative to neighboring genes 

ame contig are outlined.  If there is no position information, then the maize genes 

utline.   

aize and rice, the tandem-duplicated genes were assig ed a family number and 

each copy is given an index number following a hyphen, i.e. 76-1 and 76-2.  
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eContig25_1 
gi|32 UD ylgluco min yroph phory 19 3.00 76 E-

21 hceContig5_1 hceContig 221269 pothe 0 14  gi|15 hy tical protein   8E-2

22 hceContig35 hcdContig23 gi|20260296 
ative prote ansport pr SEC61 alpha 

bunit (fragment)   7.00E-26 
put in tr
su

otein 
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Maize Maize Gene Contig Number GeneBank Gene Name Rice  E value 
 Gene 

ID      ID Gene ID   

23 hceContig19 hcdContig23 hceContig37 gi|42761312 
putative aminoimidazolecarboximide ribonucleotide 
transformylase (fragment)   2.00E-30 

24 hcdContig23 
putative phosphatidylinositol- phosphatidylcholine 
tgi|42407309 ransfer protein   5.00E-20 

    gi|6691469 AHM2 20 4.00E-06 

25 

hcdContig43_2_2 hceContig43_3 hcdContig24_3 
 

_2 
hceContig43_4 hceContig43_5 hcdContig26
hcdContig24 gi|34538929 KUP1 potassium transporter  21 E-134 

26 hceContig44_3 hcdContig27_2_2 gi|41053020 
putative Eukaryotic translation in
subunit 8 

itiation factor 3 
E-11   2.00

27 hcd0001f04.b1 gi|11466770 photosystem II protein D2    E-107 

    gi|30682333 
short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase (SDR) family 
protein  22 E-126 

28-1 hcdContig19_2  hcdContig20_1 tgi|30313681 ranscription factor MADS31 23 E-80 
28-2 thcdContig20_1   gi|30313681 ranscription factor MADS31    7.00E-27 
29 hcdContig21_1 hccContig18_2 gi|20977600 DNA methyltransferase 105    E-144 
30 ccContig7 ein-like E-13 h gi|37806408 senescence-associated prot   7.00
31 ccContig26_1  h gi|15228212 calcineurin-like phosphoesterase family protein    E-48

32-1 gi|42562778 GTP-binding protein-related    3.00E-33 hccContig26_1  
33 hccContig26_1  3 gi|34912794 hypothetical protein   6.00E-2

32-2 hcbContig39  lated  gi|42562778 GTP-binding protein-re   E-50 
    gi|38344249 hypothetical protein 24-1 0.0 
    gi|21741780 hypothetical protein 24-2 E-168 
    gi|33340007 putative aminotransferase  25-1 0.0 

34 cbContig49_2 hccContig29_3  h gi|33340007 putative aminotransferase  25-2 0.0 

35 

hcbContig38_1 hcbContig38_2
cbContig45_2 hc

 hcbContig45_1 
bContig19 hccContig6  hccContig30_1 

osin heavy chain  
h
hccContig30_2  gi|25408221 probable my 26 E-111 

36 hcbContig50_1 hcbContig50_2 hcbContig50_3  gi|16604659 unknown protein  27 0.0 
37 hcbContig44 hcbContig47_2  gi|33318329 phospholipase A1  28 E-116 
38 hcbContig47_2 gi|15227350 proline-rich family protein  29 4.00E-13 
39 hcbContig15 hcb0001a03.g1  gi|14030661 unknown protein 30 2.00E-41 
40 hcbContig10_1  c CCH)-related   gi|18405728 opper chaperone ( 31 6.00E-12 

41 hcaContig39 gi|15221661 
PAZ domain-contai
containing protein  

ning protein / piwi domain-
32-1 0.0 

    gi|15221661 
PAZ domain-containing protein / piwi domain-
containing protein  32-2 E-158 

42 hcaContig15 gi|15238082 fringe-related protein    2.00E-36 
43 gi|30694599 UMUC-like DNA repair family protein    2.00E-18 hcaContig33_1 hcaContig33_2 
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Maize Maize Gene Contig Number GeneBank Gene Name Rice  E value 
 Gene 

ID      ID Gene ID   
    gi|15233732 far-red impaired responsive protein 33 E-100 

44 hcaContig39 gi|42562780 unknown protein  34 6.00E-69 
45 hcaContig39 g ti|18405682 etratricopeptide repeat (TPR)-containing protein 35 9.00E-67 

46-1 
hcaContig30_3 hcaContig30_2 hcaContig9 hcaContig17 at family protein/protein kinase family 
hcaContig38_1  gi|15223460 

leucine-rich repe
protein 36-1 0.0 

46-2 
hcaContig38_1 hcaContig30_3 hcaContig30_2 
hcaContig9 hcaContig17 hcaContig36_3  g

leucine-rich repeat family protein / protein kinase family 
pi|18405700 rotein  36-2 0.0 

46-3 
hcaContig38_1 hcaContig30_3 hcaContig9 hcaContig17 

g
l mily 
phcaContig6 hcaContig36_3  i|15223460 
eucine-rich repeat family protein/protein kinase fa
rotein 3  6-3 0.0 

46-4 
hcaContig38_1
hcaContig9 hcaC

 hcaContig30_3 hcaContig30_2 
ontig17 hcaContig6 hcaContig36_3 

l tein / protein kinase family 
pgi|18405700 
eucine-rich repeat family pro
rotein  36-4 0.0 

46-5 
hcaContig38_1 hcaContig30_3 hcaContig30_2 

tig6 hcaContig36_3 g
 

phcaContig9 hcaContig17 hcaCon i|15223460 
leucine-rich repeat family protein/protein kinase family

rotein 36-5 0.0 

46-6 
hcaContig38_1 hcaContig30_3 hcaContig9 hcaContig17 

g
l n/protein kinase family 
phcaContig6 hcaContig36_3 i|15223460 
eucine-rich repeat family protei
rotein 36-6 0.0 

    g hi|38345604 ypothetical protein 37 0.0 
    g ui|34394797 nknown protein  38 8.00E-40 

47 hbyContig18 g ai|15219275| uxin-responsive family protein  39 2.00E-13 
48 hbzContig41_3_1  hbzContig41_4 p -containing protein   gi|15235537 entatricopeptide (PPR) repeat   E-118
49 hbzContig41_2 gi|15638615 HEN1   E-106  
50 hbzContig38 hbzContig41_1 hbzContig41_2 g h  isoform 4  i|22135463 istone deacetylase HDA110   E-107 
51 hbzContig40_1 g e n (fragment)  E-13 i|30684514 longation factor family protei   7.00

52 gi|50915312 
anscription complex, subunit 2; 

NOT2    3.00E-52 hbzContig39 
putative CCR4-NOT tr

53 hbyContig12 gi|548770 6 1 0S ribosomal protein L3   2.00E-6
54 hbyContig22_1 hbyContig22_2 g p  protein  6 i|15228670 rotein kinase family   3.00E-3
    g pi|14571708 eroxin 6 40 0.0 

55 hbyContig19_2 hbyContig10 g ui|30699397 nknown protein 41 8.00E-21 

56 hbyContig20_1 hbyContig20_2  gi|7436983 
p ase 
(

robable imidazoleglycerol-phosphate dehydrat
EC 4.2.1.19)       42 E-102 

57 hbyContig7_1  gi|5869975 germin-like protein 43 3.00E-69 
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Maize Maize Gene Contig Number GeneBank Gene Name Rice  E value 
 Gene 

ID    ID   Gene ID   
    gi|15231886 pentatricopeptide (PPR) repeat-containing protein  44 3.00E-86 

58 hbyContig21_1 hbxContig39_3 hbxContig26  e (MUR4) gi|22329866 UDP-D-xylose 4-epimerase, putativ 45 0.0 
59 hbxContig39_1 gi|22331657 ABC transporter family protein    4.00E-07 
60 hbx0001b08.b1 gi|20302433 plasma membrane H+ ATPase    4.00E-21 
61 hbxContig22_1 gi|11467171 photosystem II protein D1  E-85   9.00
62 hbxContig22_2 gi|11467232 ribosomal protein S19    6.00E-47 

    gi|18415496 
gamma-soluble NSF attachment protein /gamma-
SNAP  48 E-113 

63 hbxContig33_1  gi|30680903 basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) family protein  49 5.00E-29 

64-1 
hbwContig19 hbxContig32_1 hbw0002c06.g1 
hbx0002b03.g1  gi|28392988 

putative leucine-rich repeat transmembrane protein 
kinase 50-1 0.0 

    gi|37535960 hypothetical protein  51 2.00E-45 
65 gi|15230654 hbxContig38_1  unknown protein  52 3.00E-25 
66 hbxContig41_3 hbwContig26_1 hbxContig19  otein NAC1  gi|15148912 NAC domain pr 53 3.00E-52 
    gi|5852097 unknown protein 54 8.00E-25 

67 hbwContig32_3 hbxContig36_2 hbxContig36_1  aining F-box family protein gi|15239366 kelch repeat-cont 55 E-128 
64-2 _3 hbxContig33_3  hbwContig32 gi|18394385 protein kinase family protein  50-2 E-125 
68 hbv0001g04.g1 gi|30697281 subtilase family protein    5.00E-10 
69 hbvContig17_2 gi|45736169 ribosomal protein-like    E-12 
    gi|15229354 OTU-like cysteine protease family protein  56 E-108 

64-3 hbvContig27 gi|34393641 
e) putative PTH-2, resistance gene (PTO kinas

homologs  50-3 0.0 
70 hbvContig26 hbvContig12  mily protein / WD-40 repeat family protein gi|18420385 F-box fa 57 E-163 
    gi|5679839 hypothetical protein  58 4.00E-70 

71 hbvContig37_1 gi|15219675 
leucine-rich repeat family prot
protein 

ein / protein kinase family 
  2.00E-43 

72 bvContig37_1 protein, putative  8.00E-13 h gi|30681279 Ran-binding   

73 hbuContig39_2 hbuContig11_1  gi|15242267 
aining protein (apoptosis regulator BAG domain-cont

activity ) 59 2.00E-49 

74 
hbuContig16 hbuContig29_2 hbuContig29_1 

 hbuContig26_2 hbuContig26_1  lutathione S-conjugate pump  hbu0002c05.g2 gi|2909781 MgATP-energized g 60 0.0 
      hypothetical protein 61   
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Maize  RMaize Gene Contig Number GeneBank Gene Name ice  E value 
 Gen

ID 
e 

     ID   Gene ID 
75 hbuContig41 hbtContig43_2  gi|15220725 remorin family protein  62 5.00E-83 
76 hbt0001d10.b1 gi|34907846 hypothetical protein   2.00E-17 
      hypothetical protein 6  3  

77 
hbtContig21_2 hbtContig25 
 mily protein  

hbtContig21_1 
hbtContig20_1 gi|42562411 SIT4 phosphatase-associated fa 6 04 .0 

78  otein,putative  hbtContig20_2 gi|15241050 nitrate-responsive NOI pr 65 4.00E-12 

79 hbtContig30  Egi|22093661
SET-domain transcriptional regulator family-like 
protein (fragment)    -07 

80 7hbtContig37_1 gi|22531279 plant adhesion molecule PAM1    .00E-09 
81  hbtContig35_1 hbtContig26_1 gi|28411869 putative high-affinity potassium transporter    3.00E-70 
    gi|28555887 NBS-LRR disease resistance protein homologue  67-2 6.00E-71 
    gi|46576033 hypothetical protein  68 6.00E-89 
    gi|28555887 NBS-LRR disease resistance protein homologue 67-3 0.0 
    gi|22652530 NBS-LRR-like protein  67-4 E-89 
    7 e resistance protein homologue gi|2855588 NBS-LRR diseas 67-5 0.0 
    gi|40253661 putative RNA-binding protein Virp1a 69-1 2.00E-31 
    gi|32487412 hypothetical protein 70-1 2.00E-62 
    gi|38345709 hypothetical protein 70-2 E-118 
  ologue   gi|28555887 NBS-LRR disease resistance protein hom 67-6 0.0 
    gi|10179602 PSTVd RNA-binding protein Virp1a 69-2 2.00E-53 
    gi|34906290 unnamed protein product  71 2 -11 .00E
    gi|34908218 hypothetical protein 72 9.00E-33 

82 hbtContig35_2  gi|28555887 NBS-LRR disease resistance protein homologue 67-7 0.0 
83  hbtContig35_3 gi|10179602 PSTVd RNA-binding protein Virp1a 69-3 5.00E-67 
    gi|38344166 hypothetical protein 73 3.00E-74 

84 hbtContig33 hbt0001b02.b1 hbtContig41_1  gi|15224204 amine oxidase family protein  74 0.0 
85 7 rting P-type ATPase, putative (PAA1)  hbsContig5 gi|4257315 metal-transpo   2.00E-09 
    gi|15240411 exonuclease family protein  75 5.00E-46 

86-1 hbsContig23_2 hbsContig23_3  i|7431428 xidase (EC 1.1.3.15) g (S)-2-hydroxy-acid o 76-1 E-170 
86-2 hbsContig23_3 hbsContig23_4 gi|228403 glycolate oxidase 76-2 E-109 
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M ig Number  Name 

 

aize Maize Gene Cont GeneBank Gene Rice  E value 
 Ge    ne ID    ID Gene ID   

87 hbsContig23_3 hbsContig23_4 gi|15224325 
 protein / 

S
signal recognition particle 14 kDa family

RP14 family protein 77 8.00E-39 
88 gi|15221119 aminomethyltransferase, putative  hbsContig23_4 hbsContig23_5  78 0 
89 hbsContig20_1 gi m|34595981 icrotubule-associated protein 1 light chain 3 79 6.00E-56 
90 hbsContig22_1 gi|25083482 putative aminopeptidase    E-25 
91 hbsContig16  gi u|21593735 nknown protein   E-51 
    g pi|41350261 olyphenol oxidase  80  -1 E-14 
    g pi|41350261 olyphenol oxidase 80-2 E-162 
    g pi|41350261 olyphenol oxidase  80-3 0.0 

94 hbrContig15_1 g 6i|15233637 0S ribosomal protein L27 (RPL27C)   E-56 
  gi| R  18414951 NA recognition motif (RRM)-containing protein 83 E-78 
  gi| hy  38344182 pothetical protein 84 E-36 

95 brContig36_2 hbrContig36_1  gi| un h 15223613 known protein 85 E-121 
  gi| un  30685814 known protein  86 4.00E-35 
    g Li|3914374 ysophosphatidic acid acyltransferase 87 E-110 

9
hbrContig36_1 hbrContig11_1 hbr0001b03.g1 

rContig37_1   g u6 hb i|15236945 nknown protein 88 0.0 
97 hbrContig37_3 g b E-24 i|31323449 el1-like homeodomain protein 4   6.00

98 hbrContig37_4 g
S
mi|33086941 

wi2/Snf2-related protein DDM1; decr
ethylation 1; CHR1 (fragment) 

ease in DNA 
  3.00E-15 

9
rContig22_2 hbqContig49_1 hbrContig22_1, 
qContig37_3, hbrContig16, hbrContig31_1 g

o dehydrogenase family 
protein  9 

hb
hb i|15228926 

xidoreductase, zinc-binding 
 2.00E-14 

1 hbqContig47 hbqContig27 gi h00 hbrContig35_3 |39545832 ypothetical protein   E-10 
10 g sp1-1 hbrContig31_1  i|18397497 eckle-type POZ protein-related 89-1 E-53 
101-2 hbrContig35_3 hbqContig47 g sp in-related  i|18397497 eckle-type POZ prote 89-2 9.00E-78 
10 gi| sp   1  -3 hbqContig27 18397497 eckle-type POZ protein-related 89-3 4.00E-66 

   g hi|29824466 ypothetical protein   90 5.00E-45 
101-4 hbqContig37_2 gi| sp18397497 eckle-type POZ protein-related  89-4 3.00E-56 
1 g h02 hbpContig21 i|39545836 ypothetical protein   3.00E-10 
103 hbpContig56_1 g se 2 i|37806408 nescence-associated protein-like    4.00E-1
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Maize Maize Gene Contig Number GeneBank Gene Name Rice  E value 
 Gene ID    ID   Gene ID   

104 hbpContig55_2  gi|9663767 RNA Binding Protein 45 91 E-134 
105 hbpContig1 7 unknown protein  5 hbpContig21  gi|1842368 92 E-15 
106 hbp0002g07.g1 2.00E-38 gi|9622882 cellulose synthase-5   
107 hbpContig35_1 gi|21805926 nucellin-like aspartic protease    2.00E-15 
108 hbpContig35_2 gi|30686851 0E-06 unknown protein    6.0
109 hbpContig27 gi|3288883 SAR DNA binding protein    3.00E-27 

    gi|39545837 hypothetical protein 93-1 0.0 
    gi|39545838 otein hypothetical pr 93-2 E-114 

110 hbpContig33 hbpContig31_2  8 related  gi|1522826 apolipoprotein D- 94 E-108 
111 hbpContig44 hboContig43_2 8 protease 25 (UBP25) 3 gi|1840037 ubiquitin-specific   9.00E-2
113 hboContig44_3 hboContig44_2 hboContig44_1 4 gi|2046541 unknown protein  96 0.0 
114 hbo0001h02.g1 hboContig34_1 hboContig34_2   gi|1814424 homeodomain protein AHDP  97 0.0 

h
h

boContig45_2 hboContig45_1 hboContig24 
azContig30 hazContig44_2 hazContig37 8 115-1 gi|1522172 ABC transporter family protein 98 2.00E-81 

116-1 hazContig23_1 hazContig38_1  28  gi|331467 unknown protein 99 5.00E-06 
    gi|32488798 otein hypothetical pr 100 7.00E-41 

117-1 hazContig41_3 0 protein gi|152345 2 ng domain-containing p21-rho-bindi 101 2.00E-13 
118-1 hazContig26_2 gi|18568267 hypothetical protein   E-105 
119 hazContig43_3 gi|27497122 ulator 1  E-10 floral organ reg   3.00

1 
hatase 2A (PP2A) serine/threonine protein phosp

regulatory subunit B' 120 hazContig43_1 gi|3171207   2.00E-17 
    gi|32488801 hypothetical protein 102 E-111 
    gi|30686371 unknown protein  103 6.00E-87 
    gi|100524 polyubiquitin  104 0.0 
    gi|15232344 -containing protein  pentatricopeptide (PPR) repeat 105 E-115 
    gi|15242237 peroxidase, putative  106 5.00E-85 

121 hazContig17 gi|15220603 harpin-responsive protein-related 
harpin-induced protein-related / HIN1-related / 

  107 E-23 
115-2 hayContig21_1 8 family protein gi|1522172 ABC transporter   2.00E-81 
116-2 hayContig21_1 gi|33146728 unknown protein    5.00E-06 
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Maize Maize Gene Contig Number Gen nk eBa Gene Name Rice  E value 
 Gene ID    ID   Gene ID   

117-2 hayContig14_1 hayContig21_1 ontaining protein gi|15234502 p21-rho-binding domain-c   2.00E-13 
118-2 hayContig17_2 gi|18568267 hypothetical protein   E-105 

    gi|15232343 unknown protein  108 0.0 
    gi|15233185 cyclin family protein 109 2.00E-39 
    gi|42565097 unknown protein 110 2.00E-43 
    gi|42565094 SET domain-containing protein  111 E-140 
    gi|15218396 plastocyanin-like domain-containing protein  112 5.00E-20 

    gi|18403061 

SNF2 domain-containing protein /helicase domain-
finger domain-containing containing protein / RING 

protein 1 013 .0 
    gi|4928460 thioredoxin h           114 2.00E-32 
    gi|30680014 kinesin-like protein A, putative  115 0.0 

    gi|15222188 
SDA1 family protein (involved in the control of 
theactin cytoskeleton). 1 016 .0 

    gi|27966032 anthocyanidin reductase  117-3 4.00E-82 
    gi|27966032 anthocyanidin reductase  1 E1  7-4 -74 
    gi|27966032 hypothetical protein 118 7.00E-88 
    gi|27966032 anthocyanidin reductase  117-5 2.00E-89 
    gi|27966032 anthocyanidin reductase  117-6 2.00E-91 
    gi|27966032 XS domain containing protein-like  119 6.00E-16 
    gi|27966032 anthocyanidin reductase  117-7 5.00E-90 
    gi|27966032  organic anion transporter-like protein 120 E-169 
      hypothetical protein 121   
    gi|15236265 glucosyl transferase  xyloglucan:xylo 122 5.00E-94 

122 hbnContig21 hayContig17_2     hypothetical protein 123   
123 hbnContig26 bHLH) family protein  gi|18407276 basic helix-loop-helix ( 124 2.00E-41 

    gi|15234429 S-locus lectin protein kinase family protein  125-1 E-180 
    gi|15234429 S-locus lectin protein kinase family protein  125-2 E-100 
    gi|15234429 S-locus lectin protein kinase family protein  12  5-3 E-143 
    gi|15234429 S-locus lectin protein kinase family protein  125-4 E-149 
    gi|15234429 S-locus lectin protein kinase family protein  125-5 E-143 

125-6 0.0 124 hbnContig15_2 gi|15234429 S-locus lectin protein kinase family protein  
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Legend for Table III. 3 
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NR protein databases revealed
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sequence.  Thirteen, including the two genes with duplicated copies, of the 17 non-

syntenic unique rice genes were predicted on em ni

unique rice genes have homologues in Arabidopsis and other species.  Compared to the 

entire rice genome, which has 29% of the unique gene set not shared by Arabidopsis 

(IRGSP, 2005), 13 of 125 genes in this rice region is a much smaller portion (10.4%).  

Conversely, all of the 56 non-syntenic unique maize genes had homologues in rice.    

     Within the 2.2 Mb of maize sequence, the number of putative genes per BAC ranged 

from 3 to 16 (Table III. 1), with the gene-poor and gene-rich BAC ed 

along the chromosomal segment.  As shown in Figure III. 3, the average gene density for 

the whole region is 18.4 kb/gene.  Ten BACs had gene densities lower than the regional 

average with the lowest density of 45.3 kb/gene, and 9 BACs had higher gene densities 

than the average with the highest density of 8.8 kb/gene. 
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Figure III. 3  Gene density and repeat content in each maize BAC.   
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Legend for Figure III. 3     The horizontal axis represents the ordered 21 BACs over the

2.6 Mb region.  The vertical axis on the left and the top panel represent the percentage

repetitive sequences in a BAC (blue).  The vertical axis on the right and the bottom pan

represent the gene density in a BAC (kb/gene) (red).  The average percentage of 

repetitive sequences and gene density along the entire region are indicated by dashed 

lines in the individual panel.  The gene density on each BAC is calculated by dividing th

BAC length by the total number of the genes detected in that particular BAC, and the 

average gene density was calculated using the total number of genes in the MTP.  Each 

solid dot on the dashed line represents a BAC clone.  
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      Eighteen BACs showed the expected inverse correlation between gene density and 

the quantity of repetitive sequences, exceptions were BACs b0332C07, c0285L18 and 

b0379G22.  BACs b0332C07 and c0285L18 have high gene density with a high 

percentage of repetitive sequences; while BAC b0379G22 has a low gene density with a 

low percentage of repetitive sequences.  The lack of an inverse correlation in BAC 

b0332C07 might represent explained by the presence of a segmental duplication and thus 

may be an insertion into an originally gene-scarce region.  During the gene annotation, 

some of the gene fragments were confirmed through helitron identification or through 

identifying adjacent genes.  However, the possibility remains that some gene fragments 

were counted as complete genes, and this might be causing a higher gene density seen in 

BAC c0285L18 which has a high percentage of repetitive sequences.  BAC b0379G22 

might represent an intrinsically gene-poor region that contains a large number of non-

genic low-copy sequences reducing the percentage of repetitive sequences in this BAC. 

     Six maize BACs with relatively high gene densities were localized in two contiguous 

regions (b0350L12, b0355J03 and c0254P15; b0127M12, c0158D20 and c0110I04).  

Two of these BACs have a gene density comparable to the most gene-rich region 

reported in maize to date (8.7 Kb/gene), which contains the bz1 locus (Brunner et al., 

2005b).  In addition, the BAC b0239D20, with the lowest gene density, seems to divide 

the region into two parts, with 9 and 11 BACs in each.  Five in the 9-BAC group have a 

relatively high average gene density (towards the marker umc1823), while 9 of the 11-

BAC group have a relatively high average gene density (towards the marker eks1; Figure 

III. 3).  Within the 11-BAC group, 4 have the highest gene density among the 21 BACs 
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(c0110I104, 10.7 kb/gene; c0158D20, 8.8 kb/gene; b0127M12, 11.1 kb/gene and 

b0262G23, 9.4 kb/gene); 3 BACs are slightly above and 3 are at or slightly below the 

average regional gene density (18.4 kb/gene), with only on significantly below th

regional average (c0176J20, 29.7 kb/gene). 

     Previous studies of much smaller regions have suggested that gene densities in a 

interval in maize range from 8.7 kb/gene to 71.6 kb/gene (Song et al., 2002; Lai et al., 

2004; Brunner et al., 2005b).  In comparison, the collinear rice region with 166 genes 

within a physical length of 1.25Mb had a gene density of 7.5 kb/gene equivalent to the 

whole genome average of 8 kb/gene (IRGSP, unpublished).    

 

Distribution of syntenic and non-syntenic genes in the maize and rice regions 

 

     The 68 syntenic unique genes are not evenly distributed along the syntenic region in 

e 

given 

-

h 

either maize or rice.  Sixty-five of the 68 unique genes are located in 10 syntenic blocks.  

The syntenic blocks are defined as regions containing more than 3 syntenic genes in a 

row, and between any 2 syntenic genes there is no interruption by more than 2 non

syntenic maize or rice genes (Figure III. 2, maize-rice syntenic block I through X).  

Within each of the 10 syntenic blocks, the number of syntenic unique genes varied from 3 

to 12.  Blocks II, III and V have the largest number of syntenic unique genes, 12, 12 and 

11, respectively.   These three blocks cover a region representing the relatively gene-ric

part of the maize 2.6 Mb interval, which contains the BACs with the highest gene density 
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among the 21 BACs.  This suggests that gene collinearity is better conserved in ge

islands with lower percentage of repetitive sequences.   

     Most of the non-syntenic genes were also present in blocks in both rice (3 blocks

maize (8 blocks).  These blocks are defined as consisting of more than three non-syntenic 

ne-rich 

) and 

 in 

 

including seven tandem 

peats of a putative anthocyanidin reductase gene, was totally absent from the maize 

regi e 

region corresponding to a section with low gene density and high percentage of repetitive 

involving three syntenic and one non-syntenic gene in the vicinity (Figure III. 2).  This 

genes not disrupted with more than two syntenic genes (Figure III. 2).  The 3 non-

syntenic gene blocks in rice, containing 32 of the 68 rice non-syntenic gene copies 

(47.1%) were absent from the maize region (Figure III. 2).  The number of gene copies

the rice non-syntenic blocks is 3, 3 and 26, respectively.  The 21-gene region in the third

rice non-syntenic block, covering a 175-kb interval in rice and 

re

on.  Two (containing 29 gene copies) of the three rice non-syntenic blocks are in th

sequences in maize (the 9-BAC maize region towards the marker umc1823).  The 

observation that these five rice non-syntenic blocks carry a large number of tandemly 

duplicated genes which are not present in maize, suggests differences in tandem 

duplications in the two species contribute to the breakage of collinearity. 

     Forty of the 58 non-syntenic maize gene copies (68.9%) are within 8 maize non-

syntenic gene blocks.  In contrast to the distribution of syntenic gene blocks and the rice 

non-syntenic blocks missing in maize, the 8 maize non-syntenic blocks are distributed 

evenly.   There is one maize non-syntenic block of four genes (maize genes 115-1, 116-1, 

117-1 and 118-1) which seems to originate from a segmental duplication in maize 
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maize segmental duplication occurs in the region directly adjacent to the rice 21-gene, 

175 kb segment (rice non-syntenic block 3; rice genes 108 to122) that is completely 

 

me 

e kinase 

able III. 3).   

absent from maize.   

 

Tandemly duplicated genes and synteny between maize and rice 

 

     The rice gene re-annotation and the maize gene annotation revealed a large number of 

duplicated genes in both the maize and rice regions, providing an opportunity to address 

gene duplications in the context of maize-rice synteny.  Each of the homologs was 

counted as a distinct gene in the summary numbers of 144 and 166 genes in maize and

rice, respectively.  However, if one considers a non-redundant gene set then the number 

of unique genes in the two species is similar, 124 in maize and 125 in rice.  The gene 

duplication events in maize and rice are categorized as shown in Table III. 4.  

     Among the 166 rice genes, 70 (42.2%) have at least one homologous gene in this sa

interval (e<10-15), whereas 22.2% of the 144 maize genes are duplicated.  The ric

protein gene family has the largest homolog number of 16 in this region (T
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Table III. 4  Gene duplication in the maize and rice regions. 

     
          

  Maize   Rice  
 
 

      
    

Tandemly duplicated in both       
  11-1, -2, -3  8-1, -2, -3 
  19-1, -2  18-1, -2 

 , -6 

  86-1, -2  76-1, -2 
  101-1 , -3, -4  89-1, -2, -3, -4 
          

 46-1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6  36-1, -2, -3, -4, -5
  64-1, -2, -3  50-1, -2, -3 

, -2

     
Single copy in maize, tandemly 

  82  67-1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7 

duplicated in rice     
  12  10-1, -2 
  34  25-1, -2 
  40  32-1, -2 

  83  69-1, -2, -3 
  124  125-1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6 
          
     

Single copy in rice, tandemly 

  28-1, -2  23 

     

duplicated in maize     

  115-1, -2  98 
  116-1, -2  99 
  117-1, -2  101 
          

No copy in maize, tandemly 
duplicated in rice     

    24-1, -2 
    70-1, -2 
    80-1, -2, -3 
    93-1, -2 
    117-1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6,-7 
          
     

No copy in rice, tandemly duplicated 
in maize     

  32-1, -2   
  118-1, -2   
          
     

Total number of unique genes / total 
copies  12 / 32   17 / 58 
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     A total of 17 unique rice genes are tandemly repeated with different copy numbers 

bringing the gene count from 17 up t  of 70 genes, or 34.9% of the total rice 

genes in the whole region are tandem eated).  A recent study on the duplication of 

rice noted 16.5% tandem duplication of individual genes in th w e (Yu et al., 

2 05).  Therefore, the rice region in o r cu rly m 

duplications comp red to the average c e.  The p o be the 

case for maize.  The 307 Mb of BAC end sequence revealed tandem duplications for one-

third of th essing et l. 04), a higher percentage than that of the maize 

region studied here (22.2%).   

     Both the genes tandemly duplicat  oth species with th  sa umber, and 

the genes with single copy in one species, while tandemly duplicated in the other 

contribut  synteny a le III. 4).  In rice, 42 (42/58) duplicates 

originated from 12 unique rice genes (12/17) are in the maize-rice syntenic region.  

Meanwhile, 10 of 12 duplicated unique m

locali enic regions.  

     The numbers of tandemly duplicated genes which are non- n  different in the 

two species.  In rice, 5 of the 17 (29.4%) unique rice genes, a total of 16 duplicated gene 

copies (27.6%), contribute to the synteny breakage in rice (collectively in the rice non-

syntenic blocks III), in com  2 of the 12 (16.6%) unique maize genes with 

only 4 duplicated ene copies (12.5%  a ated with the re age of synteny in 

m

o 58 (82.8%

ly rep

e hole genom

0  u  study appears parti la  abundant in tande

a  a ross the genom  o posite seems t

e maize enes (Mg a , 20

ed in b e me copy n

e to the maize-rice (T b

aize genes with a total of 28 copies are 

zed in the maize-rice synt

sy tenic are

parison to that

 g ) re associ  b ak

aize (Table III. 4).   
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     The relation between gene duplication and breakage of collinearity was further 

analyzed by comparing synteny conservation with and without gene duplication (Table 

III. 5).  This comparison reveals that, in rice nearly one-third of the genes in the non-

syntenic blocks (10/32) are associated with gene duplications, while the number is much 

smaller in maize (4/42).  Therefore, gene duplication in the rice non-syntenic blocks add

to the extension of the synteny breakage between maize and rice.    

 

 

 

s 

Table III. 5  Contribution of gene duplication to collinearity breakage. 

 
    
       

 Synteny conservation ignoring gene duplications 
       
 125 unique rice genes, 124 unique maize genes 
       

 
57 non-syntenic unique 

rice genes  
56 non-syntenic unique

maize genes 
       

68 syntenic unique genes   

 66 unique genes in 9 blocks  

23 unique genes in 3 
h a total of 32 

gene copies  

40 unique genes in 9 
blocks with a total of 42 

gene copies 

       65/124=52.4% (maize)     

blocks wit

       

         65/125=52% (rice)        
10/32 are associated with 

gene duplication  
4/42 are associated with 

gene duplication 
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Repetitive sequence identification and comparison in maize and rice 

 

     Repetitive sequences in the maize and rice selected region were identified through

repeat-masking using the maize TIGR AZM repeat (v4.0), the PurdueRetro (SanMiguel 

and Bennetzen, unpublished) and the rice repeat databases (Wei and Wing, unpublished; 

Jiang and Wessler, unpublished).   

 

   Comparison of the repeats within the two syntenic regions is summarized in Table III. 

.  In rice, 30.2% of the total 1.25 Mb sequence is repetitive.  Among the rice repetitive 

quences 38.7% are retroelements, 32.5% are class II transposons, 20% are MITEs 

iniature-inverted transposable element) and the remaining 8.8% are unclassified 

repetitive sequences.  Of the 2.6 Mb maize sequences 64.5% are repetitive (Table III. 1), 

more than double the repetitive sequence percentage in the rice region.   

     In addition, the relative comp sit n s d 

rice.  Retroelements account for 75% of the m

rice region.  In a sharp contrast with  — tra , 

each comprise only abou w 

percentage of Class II elem a ilar to the 1%, found in the 

analysis of the 307 Mb of maize BAC end sequences (Messing et al., 2004).  A 

gnificant number of the maize repetitive sequences, 24.5%, are unclassified. 

 

 

  

6

se

(m

o ion of repetitive seque

aize repetitive sequences, twice that in the 

ce is different in maize an

rice, Class II elements nsposons and MITEs

t 0.4% of the repetitiv

ize region is sim

e sequences in this maize region.  The lo

ents in the m

si
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Table III. 6  Major types of repetitive sequence in the rice and maize regions. 

 

Rice  Maize 

Elements Length 
(bp) 

% of Total 
Sequence  Elements Length 

(bp) 
% of Total 
Sequence 

Retroelements 145765 11.68  Retroelements 1,052,093 48.12 

SINE 4263 0.34  Ty1/Copia 676680 30.95 

95  Ji 348715 15.95 

Ty3/Gypsy 81361 6.52  Giepum 32862 1.50 

4 

LINE 11826 0.

LTR Elements 129676 10.39  Opie 218133 9.98 

Ty1/Copia 35775 2.87  Prem 54986 2.51 

other 12540 1.00  other 21984 1.01 

    Ty3/Gypsy 333290 15.2

DNA 
transposon 122335 9.80  Huck 131694 6.02 

Mule 67921 5.44  Xilon 57931 2.65 

Heliton 25327 2.03  Cinful 53605 2.45 

Stow 32998 2.64  Dagaf 23854 1.09 

TouristTAA 30557 2.45  other 18269 0.84 

hAT 14368 1.15  Zeon 40453 1.85 

others 14719 1.18  other 49607 2.27 

MITE 75613 6.06  Dagaf 23854 1.09 

TouristNNN 5402 0.43  DNA transposon 5506 0.25 

Tourist 5359 0.43  MITE 5687 

others 1297 0.10  related 1168 

0.26 

Centromere- 0.05 

unclassified 33126 2.65  unclassified 345811 15.82 

Total 376839 30.20  Total 1410265 64.50 
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     The two species also differ in the proportion of the types of Class I retroelements.  The 

LTR elements, Ty3/Gypsy, are two times more abundant than Ty1/Copia but with no 

obvious dominance y of the two in rice

sequ is 1.25  regio or on is relative e wh

genome, where the Ty3/Gypsy : Ty1/Copia ratio is 10:1 (Mao et al., 2000; Goff et al., 

2002).  In comparison, the maize ypsy  Ty1/Copia ratio is 1:2, and Ty1/C s 

the  all etitiv ents as it represents  o etitive

sequences in this ma pares with the Ty3 psy /Copia  

the 307 Mb BAC end sequence of close to 1 (Messing et al., 2004).  There is no sequence 

conservation of transposable elements in this maiz enic r The r

evolution of transposable elements (Ma and ooner, 2004 ec positi

activities of different classes of TE, or both would explain this observation. 

     The distri n p of diff  LTR roups in the s in thi ize 

region (Table III. 6)  the BAC end sequence analysis, which 

showed Ji and Opie ting a  the g oups ( g et al.,  Howe he 

distribution of groups in the Ty3/Gypsy class in our study was different.  The 

retroel rv the BA  sequ n eon de,Huc  

Tekay repr  8  5.68% %, 2 7  0.48% of the AC en

sequences, respectively (Messing et al., 2004). in our study, lements are 

found, Huck, Xilon, Cinful and Zeon, corresponding to 6.02%, 2.65%, 2.45%, and 1.85% 

of the 2.6 Mb sequences, respectively.   

 by an  (each is 21.6% and 9.5% of the repetitive 

ences in th  rice n).  This p ti  different  to th ole rice 

Ty3/G : opia i

 major type of  the rep e elem  48% f the rep  

ize region.  This com /Gy  : Ty1 ratio in

e-rice synt egion.  apid 

 D ), or r ent trans on 

butio attern erent  g Ty1/Copia clas s ma

is similar to the data from

domina mong r Messin 2004). ver, t

ements obse ed in C end e ces are Cinful, Z , Gran k and

esenting .14%, , 3.18 .9 % and total B d 

 While  four e
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     Helitrons and pack-MULEs, eukaryotic transposable elements harboring clusters of 

gene fragments, mediate the relocation of partial coding regions of genes and contribu

to loss of microsynteny (Kapitonov and Jurka, 2001; Jiang et al., 2004).   The DNA 

sequence of helitron elements characterized in maize B73 and Mo17 inbred lines 

(Brunner et al., 2005a; Morgante et al., 2005) and the protein sequences encoded by 

helitrons in Arabidopsis and rice (Kapitonov and Jurka, 2001) were used as queries to 

search the 2.6 Mb maize sequences for helitron elements.  Two putative helitron e

with typical 3’end CTAG and hairpin structures of the helitron element were identified 

(Figure III. 4), however neither 5’ end was found potentially because the sequence 

coverage in the selected maize region was 80%.  A stretch of sequence in the overlap

BACs c0158D20 (Contig37) and b0127M12 (Contig23) was homologous to the 3’ e

helitron 9002RST B73 (AY664413, e-148) and HelA-2a McC (DQ003208, 8

te 

lements 

 of 

nd of 

e-13).  BAC 

 

tion 

syntenic blocks 2 and 3; Figure III. 2, 

Table III. 3) suggesting gene fragment insertions through helitron elements contribute to 

c0176J20 (Contig40_1) contains the homologous sequence to the 3’ end of Zea mays 

helitron in ba1 locus (gi|49659739, 1e-20) (Figure III. 4).   

     The gene fragments in the upstream of the 9002RST-like helitron included one exon 

with 74 aa of SEC61 alpha subunit (maize annotation 21); 85 aa of a putative 

phosphatidylinositol-phosphatidylcholine transfer protein (maize annotation 22).  There

was 154 aa of the GTP-binding elongation factor family protein gene (maize annota

51) upstream of the ba1 helitron-like element.  These data strongly suggest that genes 

annotated as numbers 21, 22 and 51 are actually gene fragments in maize.  All of these 

are in the maize non-syntenic blocks (maize non-
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synteny disruption.  In the rice region, the helitron transposons occupy 2.03% of the tota

rice region sequence without carrying any gene fragments.   

 

l 

 

     Mutator-like elements (MULEs) are similar to helitron transposons in the aspect of 

packing a cluster of gene fragments and moving them into different loci of the genome 

(Talbert and Chandler, 1988; Jiang et al., 2004).  We were unable to identify MULE 

elements with confidence among the available sequences in the 2.6 Mb maize region at 

this point.  In the rice region, 5.44% of the total sequence contains MULE elements with 

no gene fragments identified.   

     In addition to the maize gene fragments associated with helitron and MULE 

transposon elements, there are two maize annotations that are clearly gene fragments 

based on the presence of surrounding intact genes and retroelement insertions (maize 

annotation 79 and 98).  Further, both maize gene fragments are in maize non-syntenic 

blocks (maize non-syntenic blocks 5 and 6; Figure III. 2, Table III. 3).  Therefore, this 

Figure III. 4  Identification of helitron elements in the 2.6 Mb maize region. 

 

  

HelA-2a McC 

TATCATAGTGATTGTTATCGTTCCGTTTCTATGTTTCATATAAANNNNNNNACTCCCGTCGCAACGCACGTGCACTCACCTAG T 
|||||||||||||||| ||||||||||||||| ||| ||| |||       ||||||||||||||||||| |||||||||||| | 
TATCATAGTGATTGTTGTCGTTCCGTTTCTATATTTTATAAAAAAATGTTTACTCCCGTCGCAACGCACGGGCACTCACCTAG T 

TATCATAGTGATATTTATCGTTCCGTTTATATATTTCATACAAANNNNNNNACT
||||||||||||  || ||||||||||| ||||||| ||| |||       |||| ||||||||||||||||||||||||||| | 

CTCGTCGCAACGCACGGGCACTCACCTAG T 

  Hairpin structure   3’ end site

c0158D20 Contig37 
b0127M12 Contig23 

9002RST B73 

   Hairpin structure   3’ end

AACATAGAATAACAATTAATGTTTTTGTATATCAATGTATTTTATTATACTGG

 site

TTCCGTAGCAACGCACGGGTATATACCTAG T
|  |||||||| ||||||||||||||| |||||||| |||||||  ||| || |||  |||||||||||||| |||||||||| | 
AGTATAGAATACCAATTAATGTTTTTGCATATCAATATATTTTAACATATTGATTCTATAGCAACGCACGGGCATATACCTAG T 
 

Helitron in ba1 

c0176J20 Contig40_1 
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finding provides evidence for collinearity breakage related to gene fragments not clearly 

associated with helitrons or pack-MULEs.

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

     This study used a BAC skim sequencing approach to identify the gene content within 

a 29.6 cM maize region that spans a 2.6 Mb physical length and compared the resulting 

2.2 Mb of maize sequence with 1.25 Mb of rice sequence within the syntenic 11 cM 

region on chromosome 4.  Comparing the two regions revealed conservation of 49.4% of 

smaller regions (Salse et al., 2004).   

     Previous studies comparing maize sequences of ~400 kb or less with ~200 kb of rice 

sequence (Chen et al., 1997; Chen et al., 1998; Lai et al., 2004; Brunner et al., 2005b) 

found a high level of collinearity and small rearrangements between the two species.  In 

our study of a much larger chromosomal segment we observed both many minor 

disruptions within highly syntenic gene clusters and a number of large insertion/deletions 

(Indels) that separate synetic blocks.  Our results revealed that the synteny between maize 

and rice is definitely more complex than thought previously.  Several mechanisms 

contributing to this complexity are discussed below.   

     First, the tandemly duplicated genes in one species but not the other contributes to 

breakage of collinearity.  There are fewer duplicated genes in this region in maize 

the genes in rice and 58.2% of the genes in maize, similar to a previous report for other 
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(22.2%) than in rice (34.9%).  The tandem duplications in this maize region is much 

lower than that predicted globally based on the maize BAC end sequencing, which 

vealed one-third of the genes to be tandemly duplicated (Messing et al., 2004).  

Conversely, this rice region has more than twice the number of tandem duplications 

compared to the average for the entir al., 2005).  There are more rice 

ene duplication events associated with synteny breakage than those of maize. 

 

ly 

 gene fragments was facilitated by searching for 

his 

 maize regions of low gene density 

ntially 

re

e genome (Yu et 

g

    Second, gene fragments from various sources interrupt the maize-rice synteny.  We are

confident that nearly all the genes have been identified, as increasing the sequencing 

coverage revealed no other genes and incorporating public sequence data revealed on

one additional gene.  However, the low coverage sequencing is not sufficient to identify 

the full length of every gene.  Thus, the number of gene fragments may be 

underestimated.  Identification of five

surrounding helitron and MULE elements, large retroelement insertions, and distinct 

neighboring genes.  All five gene fragments detected are in the maize non-syntenic 

blocks and thus, contribute to the breakage of the collinearity between maize and rice.  

     Third, there are clearly other mechanisms of synteny interruption indicated in t

study.  There is one clear example of a segmental duplication of non-syntenic maize 

genes.  Furthermore, the local landscapes of repetitive sequence are very different from 

each other, reducing the synteny between the two species.  The distribution of non-

syntenic gene clusters in rice is found to correlate with

and high repetitive sequence content.  In addition, tandemly duplicated NBS-LRR 

resistance genes are found to be in the rice region, but not in the maize region; pote
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related to the rapid disease resistant gene re-organization which changed the numbers

duplications (Leister et al., 1998).    

     In conclusion, BAC skim sequencing is an efficient method for gene content 

disclosure.  Until the maize genome is fully sequenced, BAC skim sequencing will 

continue to be essential for map-based cloning.  In addition, this low-coverage 

sequencing is a powerful tool for obtaining sequence information over a large 

 of 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

chromosomal segment for developing indel or SNP markers.  Our report also 

demonstrates the value of skim sequencing in analyzing syntenic relationships, 

comparing repeat elements, and revealing potential mechanisms of collinearity breakage

between species at a far lower cost than full coverage sequencing.  
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CHAPTER IV 

 

APPROACHES TOWARDS CLONING mop2 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

     Genetic mapping localized the mop2 region between umc1823 and eks1 and t

subsequent skim sequencing of this region revealed a total of 144 putative genes.  

Candidate genes for mop2 were selected based on our understanding

he 

 of b1 paramutation.  

pecifically we looked for genes homologous to known chromatin genes or genes 

volved in RNA-directed silencing.  The four top candidates were ago111 (argonaute), 

hda110 (histone deacetylase), dmt105 (DNA methyltransferase) and hen101 (HUA 

enhancer, for microRNA modification).  Mu

candidate genes in the Mop2-1 homozygous mutant, expression profiling by both 

microarrays and Real-Time PCR, and characterization of Tilling or RNAi mutant alleles.  

None of the approaches provided evidence that any of the four genes is mop2.   

     The BAC skim sequence information was used to identify multiple molecular markers 

and to examine a larger mapping population.  These studies revealed that the Mop2-1 

mutation was unstable with ~10% of the phenotypic heterozygous plants actually being 

homozygous Mop2-1 plants.  Only homozygous Mop2-1 individuals were then used for 

apping, which enabled the mop2 region to be narrowed to a 1.5 Mb region flanked by 

S

in

ltiple analyses included sequencing the 

m
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markers umc1823 and OV9.  This region did not include the four candidate genes selected 

using earlier mapping results.  

     The newly mapp  57 putative genes 

in the umc1823-OV9 region.  A BAC library for the Mop2-1 homozygous mutant has 

been constructed to facilitate the sequencing of all the genes in the region from the 

mutant background.  Future experime  markers within the umc1823-OV9 

region and more Mop2-1 homozygous mutants for further fine-structure mapping of 

ed mop2 interval focuses future experiments on the

nts will use new

mop2.   

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Candidate gene searching and fine-structure mapping towards mop2 clonin

 

     We hypothesize that mop2 is a gene involved in the RNA-mediated chromatin 

alterations.  The Mop2-1 mutation prevents paramutation and causes a partial release of 

B’ silencing, both involve a seven-repeat regulatory sequence that mediates trans

g 

-

interaction.  In addition, it activates two transcriptionally silenced transgenes (Y. Lin and 

V. Chandler, unpublished), reduces Mutator transposable element methylation (J. 

Dorweiler, unpublished) and prevents dsRNA-mediated transcriptional gene silencing 

(M. Cigan and V. Chandler, unpublished).   
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     Recently the mop1 gene, also required for paramutation was shown to encode an RNA 

dependent RNA polymerase (RDRP) — RDR101 in maize (Alleman et al., 2006), a 

her.  

 both approaches would secure and accelerate the cloning of mop2, and the 

vailability of the B73 sequences from the umc1823-eks1 interval has made both 

pproaches possible.   

     The BAC sequencing revealed t ent in the mop2 region of 2.6 Mb 

(Chapter III).  Computational analysis revealed 144 putative maize genes between the 

mar

gene structure prediction and CD (conserved domain) search for protein functional 

t105 

op2 

 

 

homolog to Arabidopsis RDR2 involved in de novo DNA methylation of direct repeats 

(Chan et al., 2004) and in heterochromatin formation (May et al., 2005).  Therefore, 

candidates for mop2 would include components related to RNAi, DNA or histone 

modifications and chromatin remodeling.   

     Candidate gene and fine-structure gene mapping approaches complement one anot

Applying

a

a

he putative gene cont

kers umc1823 and eks1.  BLAST searches for homologous genes, FGENESH for 

domain put four genes on the high priority candidate gene list: ago111, hda110, dm

and hen101.  Detailed investigation of these strong candidate genes was undertaken 

alongside developing markers spanning the region containing these genes in the m

interval.   
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The rationale for approaches used for candidate gene verification 

 

     To determine if any of the selected candidates are in fact mop2, several approaches 

were pursued.   

1) Direct sequencing of candidate genes in homozygous Mop2-1 mutants 

     The Mop2-1 mutation was isolated from an EMS-mutagenized population.  G to A 

d 

provide 

ene was a candidate for mop2.  

nt 

o 

hange at the DNA level, but the expression level of the gene between 

omozygous Mop2-1 mutants and wildtype would vary.  We took advantage of the maize 

70mer oligomicroarray, which contains the v st majority of the genes in the mop2 region, 

and performed expression profiling in Mop2-1 and its wildtype.  Top candidate genes and 

other genes not on the array were also tested by Real-Time PCR quantification.    

transitions account for most point mutations caused by EMS (Kohalmi and Kunz, 1988).  

Therefore, the direct sequencing of these genes in the Mop2-1 homozygous mutant an

the closely related wildtype alleles may identify a sequence difference that would 

evidence whether the g

2)  Generate additional mutant alleles for each of the candidate genes 

     At this time, only one mop2 mutant allele has been isolated, Mop2-1.  Multiple muta

alleles would be valuable for verifying the cloning of the gene.  Thus, additional 

mutations in the genes of interest were identified and tested for complementation of 

Mop2-1.   

3)  Gene expression profiling 

     The Mop2-1 mutation could be an epimutation itself, in which case there would be n

sequence c

h

a
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METHODS 

 

Obtaining the full sequence of the candidate genes in B73 shot-gun libraries 

 

     e 

 

 were assembled and edited with 

the ses used 

The BAC shot-gun library construction, the low-coverage sequencing and th

sequence assembly and annotation are described in the METHODS of Chapter III.  The

full sequences of each selected candidate gene in B73 were finished through sequencing 

overlapping clones in the respective BAC shot-gun library with read-out primers 

designed for each desirable region of DNA.  Sequencing was done by the University of 

Arizona GATC Facility.  The candidate gene sequences

Consed program (Gordon et al., 1998).  Candidate gene structure analy

BLAST (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/) for homology searches, FGENESH 

(http://www.softberry.com/) for cDNA prediction and NCBI CD (Conserved Dom

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/wrpsb.cgi

ain, 

 ) for conserved protein functio

domains.  I

nal 

n this chapter, the positions of the genes are indicated by the in-house catalog 

num l and all start with letter “h”) and the contig number 

plify 

ber of each BAC (alphabetica

within a specific BAC.   

 

Gene sequence amplification in Mop2-1 homozygous mutant and cDNA comparison 

 

    Primer pairs amplifying fragments of approximately 1 kb were designed according to 

the candidate gene genomic sequence from B73.  The primers were then used to am
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fragments of each candidate gene in th ozygous mutant, and on some 

occasions in another wildtype – J169 (K55) thought to be closely related to the 

prog y 

of Arizona GATC Facility.  Sequences were obtained from both ends using either of the 

rom the 

e Mop2-1 hom

enitor.  The specific PCR amplification products were sequenced by the Universit

primer pairs used for amplification.  Consensus sequence of each candidate gene f

Mop2-1 homozygous mutant was generated by Seqman, a tool in the DNAStar software 

package.  cDNA comparison between the sequences from the wildtype and mutant 

background was carried out with Blast2sequence at NCBI 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/bl2seq/wblast2.cgi) or ClustalW 

(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw/) 

 

The generation of TILLING alleles 

 

     The gene model for each candidate gene was established with the gene prediction 

program FGENESH (http://www.softberry.com/) and Blastx searches (<e-7) through 

GeneBank at NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/).  The gene models were th

submitted to CODDLE (

en 

http://www.proweb.org/coddle/), a web tool to request the 

eneration of TILLING alleles for genes of interest (McCallum et al., 2000). g

 

 

 

 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/
http://www.softberry.com/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/wrpsb.cgi
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/wrpsb.cgi
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/wrpsb.cgi
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Microarray experiment 

 

     Trizol reagent was used to extract total RNA (Chomczynski and Sacchi, 1987).  

NanoDrop spectrophotometer was used for RNA quantification, and 1% TBE agarose gel

electrophoresis for RNA quality analysis.  Qiagen RNeasy MinElute Columns (Qiagen 

Cat #74204) were used for RNA cleanup.  The first and the second strands of cDNA 

synthesis were carried out with Aminoallyl Message Amp II kit (Ambion Cat# 1753

which is also used for cDNA purification and in vitro transc

(Van Gelder et al., 1990).  Indirect labeling of aRNA was done by inc

aminoallyl modified UTPs during

 

), 

ription for aRNA synthesis 

orporating 

 in vitro transcription, followed by dye coupling with 

onoreactive cy3 (Amersham Pharmacia; Cat# PA23001) and cy5 (Amersham 

Pharmacia; Cat# PA25001 Cat# 74204) was used 

r aRNA purification post-dye coupling to remove unincorporated dye.  The “microarray 

d for 

 

m

).  RNeasy MinElute column (Qiagen 

fo

concentration module” of the NanoDrop® ND-1000 spectrophotometer was used to 

measure the dye incorporation.  After DNA probe immobilization, microarray 

hybridizations were carried out with 2x SSC buffer at 55 °C.  Axon-Gene Pix 6.0 

software was used for microarray feature extraction and the GPR files were generate

statistical analysis.  
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Real-Time PCR 

 

     Approximately 100 ng of total RNA extracted from seedlings for each sample wa

reverse transcribed using sequence specific primer pairs (see Chandler Primer Database).  

iQ SYBR Green supermix (BioRad) was used for PCR reactions.  Real-time PCR data 

were collected and analyzed on the MyiQ Single-Color Real-Time PCR Detection 

System (BioRad).   

 

 

RESULTS

s 

 

  

Structural analyses of selected candidate genes in the mop2 region  

 

     The initial mapping indicated that the mop2 gene resides between markers umc182

and eks1.  The physical distance between these two markers is about 2.4 Mb co

twenty-one BAC clones in the Minimum Tiling Path (MTP) of 2.6 Mb.  In this int

there are 144 putative maize genes (see Chapter III).  Based on the results from previous 

experiments with Mo

3 

ntaining 

erval 

p2-1 and our understanding of the paramutation mechanism, mop2 

is likely to be a gene mediating changes in ch atin structure.  Therefore, I scanned the 

interval for genes with potential roles in chromatin regulation.  Four genes were 

identified as mop2 gene candidates: ago111 hda110 

rom

encodes an Argonaute protein; 
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encodes a histone deacetylase and d NA methyletransferase.  In 

addition, hen101 was selected for its role rela ed to the stability of small RNAs.   

diatated gene silencing.  PAZ and Piwi are two common domains in 

rgonaute proteins.  The PAZ domain, consisting of about 130 amino acids (395 aa – 533 

a in AGO111), has been identified in Dicer protein as well (Bernstein et al., 2001).  The 

Piwi domain of about 300 amino acids  aa in AGO111) is highly conserved.  

d that small interfering RNAs are unwound and loaded onto the PAZ 

domain o n to 

cleave single-stranded RNA complementary to the small RNA through the RNA-induced 

 

he first 

 in 

the second exon and the Piwi domain (e< 2e-78) is in the third exon (Figure IV. 1). 

mt105 encodes a D

t

 

1. ago111: 

     Argonaute proteins are the key components of RISC (RNA-induced silencing 

complex) and RIST (RNA-induced initiation of transcriptional silencing complex) 

involved in RNA-me

A

a

 (698 aa -100

It has been foun

f Argonaute proteins, where they guide the RNAseH-related Piwi domai

silencing complex (Song et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2004; Song et al., 2004). 

     The genomic sequence of ago111 from B73 is 8795 bp in length.  The gene structure 

was predicted using the FGENESH tool in Softberry and BlastX in NCBI (see 

METHODS).  There is a 3.7 kb insertion (641 bp – 4329 bp) of a Ty1-Copia 

retrotransposon polyprotein in the intron between exon1 and 2 (131 bp – 640 bp; 4330 bp

– 5487 bp).  The third exon is from 5822 bp to 7258 bp and the polyA starts at 8019 bp.  

The predicted protein sequence is 1033 aa containing three conserved domains.  T

exon has a PRP (proline rich protein) domain (e< 4e-07).  PAZ domain (e< 8e-19) is
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Figure IV. 1  Conserved domains in maize AGO111 protein.   

PAZ

 

O713 

 

     AGO111 has the highest identity with rice AGO709 (70%), followed by rice AG

(52%), Arabidopsis AGO2 (38%), AGO3 (38%) and AGO7 (31%) (Figure IV. 2). 

 

Figure IV. 2  (A) Protein sequence comparison of maize AGO111 with homologous 

Argonautes in Arabidopsis and rice using ClustalW.   
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Figure IV. 2  (B)  Neighbor-joint tree of homologous Argonaute proteins. 

  

 

 

Legend for Figure IV. 2     maize: AGO111; Arabidopsis: AGO1, AGO2, AGO3, 

AGO3 and AGO7; rice: AGO709 and AGO713 

 

     There are ten predicted Argonautes in the Arabidopsis genome (Morel et al., 2002).  

AGO2 and AGO3 are in a clade different from that of AGO1 and AGO4, the two 
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Agonautes known to be recruited in RISC (RNA-induced silencing complex) for RNAi 

and RITS (RNA-induced initiation of transcriptional gene silencing complex)-mediated 

heterochromatin formation, respectively (Vaucheret et al., 2004; Zilberman et al., 2003).  

AGO7 is known to be required for proper development but its mechanism is unknown.  

The Arabidopsis ago7 mutant has an altered timing of phase change between juvenile and 

adult leaves (Hunter et al., 2003).  AGO10 has a function partially overlapping with 

O1 (Lynn et al., 1999).  The functions of other Argonautes in plants remain unknown.  

ese Argonaute proteins may silence particular genes by associating with cell-specific 

 developmental stage-specific RISC or RITS.  Some Argonautes may be partially 

  On the 

For example, AGO1 regulates the production of ta-siRNA (trans-acting siRNA) as well 

as miRNA in Arabidopsis (Dalmay, et al., 2000; Mourrain, et al., 2000; Parizotto, et al., 

2004; Peragine, et al., 2004; Vazquez, et al., 2004; Yu, et al., 2003).    

 

2. hda110:  

     Histone deacetylases (HDAC) counteract histone acetyltransferases (HAT) by 

catalyzing the removal of the acetyl group from lysine residues of the N-terminal tail of 

core histones.  The altered histone modification mediates changes in both histone-DNA 

and histone-non-histone protein interactions and subsequent transcription regulation.  

HDACs are recruited by sequence-specific regulatory factors (Ahringer, 2000; You et al., 

2001). HDACs can also be recruited by methyl-DNA binding domain (MBD) containing 

AG

Th

or

redundant as diverse RNA silencing pathways may not be completely separate.

other hand, a single Argonaute protein may participate in multiple silencing pathways.  
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proteins associated with high DNA methylation levels (Bird and Wolffe, 1999) or directl

by the maintenance DNA methyltransferase

y 

ng 

 

 

 itself (Fuks et al., 2000).   

     There are conserved HDAC families across kingdoms comprised of a large number of 

distinct HDACs, many of which have evolved to play specific or overlapping roles 

concerning their targets, and which are regulated in various ways via subcellular 

compartmentalization, post-transcriptional modification, and interacting proteins (Ya

and Seto, 2003).  In the Arabidopsis genome, 16 potentially functional HDACs have been 

identified and these can be classified into three families: RPD3/HDA1-like histone 

deacetylases, the members of the SIR2-like family, and the plant-specific HD2-like 

HDACs (Pandey et al., 2002).   

     The genomic sequence of hda110 from B73 is 12373 bp in length.  The mRNA 

sequence of hda110 is 2526 bp, 1 – 385 bp is the 5’ UTR (untranslated region), and 2152

– 2526 bp is the 3’ UTR.  The cDNA confirmed the open reading frame is from 386 bp to

2151 bp and revealed 16 exons (Chromdb: http://www.chromdb.org ).  The ORF encodes 

 protein of 618 amino acids.  HDA110 has the conserved histone deacetylase domain 

(8e-67) in the region of 204 - 516 aa in the protein and there are no other conserved 

a

domains detected (Figure IV. 3).   
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Figure IV. 3  Conserved domain in maize protein HDA110. 

 

     HDA110 has the highest identity with rice HDA704 (70%), then Arabidopsis HDA15 

(52%) and rice HDA713 (24%).  HDA110 is most closely related to the HDA1 subf

of the RPD3/HDA1 superfamily.  RPD3 from bakers'

amily 

 

poacetylation levels in vivo.  HDA401 is the RPD3 

ted 

 yeast (HDA201) is involved in

chromatin changes via histone hy

homolog in Drosophila.  In Arabidopsis, the known HDAC involved in RNA-media

transcriptional regulation is HDA6, with a novel function in RNA-directed DNA 

methylation (RdDM) (Probst et al., 2004).  HDA6 arose by duplication of RPD3 prior to 

divergence more than 400 million years ago.  The maize ortholog of HDA6 is HDA108 

(K. Gendler & C. Napoli; Chromdb: http://www.chromdb.org/ ).  Therefore, HDA110 

might have a role different than RdDM, or it may have functional overlap with HDA

Both of these possibilities require f

108.  

urther investigation.  The phylogram tree of HDA110 

nd its homologs is shown in Figure IV. 4.   a

 

 

 

 

http://www.chromdb.org/
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Figure IV. 4  Neighbor-joint tree of homologous histone deacetylase proteins. 

 

 

 

Legend for Figure IV. 4    maize: HDA110, HDA108; Arabidopsis: HDA15, HDA6; 

rice: HDA704, HDA713; Baker’s yeast: HDA201 (RPD3); Drosophila: HDA401 

 

3. dmt105: 

     DMT105 is one of the subclass II methyltransferases represented by Arabidopsis 

chromomethylase family CMT.  Subclass II methyltransferase is for the maintenance of 

CpNpG methylation sites specific to the plant kingdom (Henikoff and Comai, 1998b).  

The chromatin organization modifier (chromo) domain featuring CMT type of 

ethyltransferase is a conserved region of around 50 amino acids found in a variety of 

hromosomal proteins.  Chromo domains have been found in several proteins involved in 

e chromatin-based regulation of gene expression (Cavalli and Paro, 1998).  Chromo 

omains direct the protein to heterochromatin (Platero et al., 1995; Messmer et al., 1992) 

m

c

th

d
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and enables methyltransferase motif to catalyze the transfer of the methyl group from S-

denosylmethionine (SAM) to Cytosine-C5 (Okano et al., 1998).    

     The genomic sequence of dmt105 in B73 is 11836 bp.  The cDNA confirmed dmt105 

mRNA sequence is 3093 bp in length, consisting of 21 exons, with 5’ UTR from 1 to 56 

bp and 3’ UTR from 2794 to 3093 bp (Chromdb: http://www.chromdb.org

a

 ).  The 

putative protein sequence is 915 aa containing multiple conserved domains.   

     DMT105 has two Cytosine-C5 specific DNA methylase domains in the region of 501-

628 aa (2e-12) and 735-866 aa (6e-12).  In addition, the BAH (Bromo adjacent homology 

domain) in DMT105 may be involved in protein-protein inter ction.  There are also Dcm 

and TolA domains in DMT105 with unknown functions (Figure IV. 5).   

 

Figure IV. 5  Conserved domains in maize DMT105 protein. 

a

 

     DMT105 is 90% identical to DMT102, a chromomethyltransferase on maize

chromosome 10L.  A series of primer pairs specific to dmt105 genomic DNA were 

designed and recorded in the Chandler Primer Database (VC912-VC923).  Functional 

analysis showed that DMT102 with a Mu element insertion leads to incomplete 

methylation reduction at CpNpG sites (Papa et al., 2001).  The most likely explanation 
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for the incompletion methylation reduction is that DMT105 might have partial 

overlapping function and expression.  A second possibility is that another 

al nucleotide.  

nmethylated miRNAs in hen1 mutants leads to their degradation (Yang et al., 2006).  

e roles in plant 

development. It controls floral determinacy and the hen1 mutant plants have shorter 

stems and smaller leaves (Chen et al., 2002). 

     The cDNA confirmed mRNA of HEN101 is a partial sequence in Chromdb 

(http://www.chromdb.org

methyltransferase is capable of maintaining CpNpG methylation at a reduced frequency.  

For example, met1 antisense plants showed some reduction in methylation at CpNpG 

sites (Finnegan et al., 1996).  

 

4. hen101: 

     Maize HEN101 is homologous to Arabidopsis HEN1 (protein identity 39%, e-166). 

HEN1 is known to methylate the miRNA/miRNA* duplex produced by Dicer processing 

of pre-miRNA.  HEN1 exclusively methylates the 2’-OH of the 3’ termin

U

Through the studies of mutants, HEN1 was found to play multipl

).  Therefore, BlastX and FGENESH function of Softberry were 

used to predict the gene structure of HEN101.  The HEN101 genomic sequence is 5870 

and 

main 

he 

bp containing 9 exons, and the predicted mRNA is 2971 bp with 156 bp 5’ UTR 

157bp 3’ UTR.  The predicted protein has 902 amino acids.  There is a methylase do

(UbiG, 2-polyprenyl-3-methyl-5-hydroxy-6-metoxy-1,4-benzoquinol methylase) near t

C terminal of HEN101 protein (Figure IV. 6).   
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Figure IV. 6  Conserved domains in maize HEN101 protein. 

 

   

    

Sequencing candidate genes in Mop2-1 homozygous mutant 

 

     The genomic sequences of candidate genes were amplified in the Mop2-1 

homozygous mutant by primers designed using the B73 genomic gene sequences.  J169, 

a wildtype plant that shares genetic background with the Mop2-1 mutant stock, was also 

sequenced to distinguish sequence variation derived from polymorphism of two genetic 

backgrounds versus a possible mutation of interest. 

 

     1. ago111. 

     Part of the ago111 sequence was amplified by Long-PCR reaction.  The first exon of 

ago111 has not been amplified successfully probably due to the low complexity of the 

GRP (glysine rich protein) domain prevalent in this region.  cDNA and protein sequences 

were compared between the homozygous Mop2-1 and sequences from the two wildtype 

plants — B73 and J169 (genetic background: K55).   All the nine polymorphisms were 

found in one of the wildtype stocks; thus, no candidates for mutations were found (Figure 

IV. 7). 
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Figure IV. 7  Protein sequence alignment of ago111 from homozygous Mop2-1 

utant, B73 and J169 wildtype plants.  

 
 
 
 
CLUSTAL W (1.83) multiple sequence alignment 
 
 
 
Ago111Homo      -------------------------------------------------VERIASSEMAR 11 
Ago111B73       APAPGAGRGRGVGGGAAEYAPVRGPAPAQAPVASPLAPKDKEAPRSSGSVERIASSEMAR 180 

111J169      -------------------------------------------------VERIASSEMAR 11 
                                                              *********** 

 
Ago111Homo      VEPIGSTLAATSSVNTRVPMQRPDSGGSLSQATVKLLVNHFIVSYRKVTTIFHYDINIKL 71 
Ago111B73       VEPIGSTLAATSSVNTRVPMQRPDSGGSLSQATVKLLVNHFIVSYRKVTTIFHYDINIKL 240 
Ago111J169      VEPIGSTLAATSSVNTRVPMQRPDSGGSLSQATVKLLVNHFIVSYRKVTTIFHYDINIKL 71 
               ************************************************************ 

31 

m

Ago
   

 
 
Ago111Homo      DEASSNASGKELSKAEFLSVKDELFRESSLRRLSSCVAYDGGRNLYTSAELPAGLFRVRV 131 
Ago111B73       DEASSNASGKELSKAEFLSVKDELFRESSLRRLSSCVAYDGGRNLYTSAELPAGLFRVRV 300 
Ago111J169      DEASSNASGKELSKAEFLSVKDELFRESSLRRLSSCVAYDGGRNLYTSAELPAGLFRVRV 1
                ************************************************************ 
Ago111Homo      RSKTYIVSVDLKKQLPLSQLSDLPVPREVLQGLDVVVREASRWNKIILGRGFYSPSSSID 191 
Ago111B73       RSKTYIVSVDLKKQLPLSQLSDLPVPREVLQGLDVVVREASRWNKIILGRGFYSPSSSID 360 
Ago111J169      RSKTYIVSVDLKKQLPLSQLSDLPVPREVLQGLDVVVREASRWNKIILGRGFYSPSSSID 191 
                ************************************************************ 
        PAZ domain 
Ago111Homo      IGQGAVAMKGTQQSLKSTQQGLILCVDYSVMPFYKAGPVMDLVQKLVRYLDYRTTLNKRQ 251 
Ago111B73       IGQGAVAMKGTQQSLKSTQQGLILCVDYSVMPFYKAGPVMDLVQKLVRYLDYRTTLNKRQ 420 
Ago111J169      IGQGAVAMKGTQQSLKSTQQGLILCVDYSVMPFYKAGPVMDLVQKLVRYLDYRTTLNKRQ 251 
                ************************************************************ 
 
Ago111Homo      MENLVDELKGRRVTVIHRRTNQKYTVQGLTPLPASQMTFVDAESGQTRRLVDYYAQKHGK 311 
Ago111B73       MENLVDELKGRRVTVIHRRTNQKYTVQGLTPLPASQMTFVDAESGQTRRLVDYYAQKHGK 480 
Ago111J169      MENLVDELKGRRVTVIHRRTNQKYTVQGLTPLPASQMTFVDAESGQTRRLVDYYAQKHGK 311 
               ************************************************************  

 
Ago111Homo      VIEYQMLPCLDLSKSKDKPNHVPIELCTLLEGQRFPKANLNQNSERILKGSALIRASDRR 371 
Ago111B73       VIEYQMLPCLDLSKSKDKPNHVPIELCTLLEGQRFPKANLNQNSERILKGSALIRASDRR 540 
Ago111J169      VIEYQMLPCLDLSKSKDKPNHVPIELCTLLEGQRFPKANLNQNSERILKGSALIRASDRR 371 
                ************************************************************ 

Ago111B73       KEIQNLVNASDGPCRGEIAQQFGISLDVRMTEVTGRILPPPNLKLGASNGQTSKLSIDHG 600 

 

Ago111J169      CQWNLVKKRLVEGRVLQCWGIVDFSAEPSGSGARQEPLDTRMFVEKIVRKCCELGIRMNP 491 

 
Ago111Homo      KEIQNLVNASDGPCRGEIAQQFGISLDVRMTEVTGRILPPPNLKLGASNGQTSKLSIDHG 431 

Ago111J169      KEIQNLVNASDGPCRGEIAQQFGISLDVRMTEVTGRILPPPNLKLGASNGQTSKLSIDHG 431 
                ************************************************************ 

Ago111Homo      CQWNLVKKRLVEGRVLQCWGIVDFSAEPSGSGARQEPLDTRMFVEKIVRKCCELGIRMNP 491 
Ago111B73       CQWNLVKKRLVEGRVLQCWGIVDFSAEPSGSGARQEPLDTRMFVEKIVRKCCELGIRMNP 660 

                ************************************************************ 
           PIWI domain 
Ago111Homo      NPCFVHITRMAVLFDPHGLHEELNKAKQAAVSNKQRLQLLFCPMSEQHSGYKTLKLICDT 551 
Ago111B73       NPCFVHITRMAVLFDPHGLHEELNKAKQAAVSKKQRLQLLFCPMSEQHSGYKTLKLICDT 720 
Ago111J169      NPCFVHITRMAVLFDPHGLHEELNKAKQAAVSNKQRLQLLFCPMSEQHSGYKTLKLICDT 551 

 
                ********************************:*************************** 

Ago111Homo      QLGILTQCLLSDRANNRKGQDQYMTNLALKINGKLGGSNVQLFDSLPRVGGGVPFMFIGA 611 
Ago111B73       QLGILTQCLLSDRANNRKGQDQYMTNLALKINGKLGGSNVQLFDSLPRVGGGVPFMFIGA 780 
Ago111J1
        

69      QLGILTQCLLSDRANNRKGQDQYMTNLALKINGKLGGSNVQLFDSLPRVGGGVPFMFIGA 611 
        ************************************************************ 
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Ago111Homo      DVNHPSPGNVESPSIAAVVASVNSGVNKYVTRIRAQPHRCEVIQQLGEICRELIGVFEKQ 671 
Ago111B73       DVNHPSPGNVESPSIAAVVASVNSGVNKYVTRIRAQPHRCEVIQQLGEICRELIGVFEKQ 840 
Ago111J169      DVNHPSPGNVESPSIAAVVASVNSGVN
                ***************************

KYVTRIRAQPHRCEVIQQLGEICRELIGVFEKQ 671 
********************************* 

 
Ago111Homo      NLVKPQKIIYFRDGVSDGQFDMVLNEELADLEKAIKVNGYAPTITVVVAKKRHHTRLFPR 731 
Ago111B73       NRVKPQKIIYFRDGVSDGQFDMVLNEELADLEKAIKVNGYAPTITVVVAKKRHHTRLFPR 900 
Ago111J169      NLVKPQKIIYFRDGVSDGQFDMVLNEELADLEKAIKVNGYAPTITVVVAKKRHHTRLFPR 731 

              * **********************************************************   
 
Ago111Homo      DEQQPQTKTGNVPPGTVVDTGVVDPSAYDFYLCSHTGILGTSRPTHYYTLVDEHGXGSDD 791 
Ago111B73       DEQQPQTKTGNVPPGTVVDTGVVDPSAYDFYLCSHTGILGTSRPTHYYTLVDEHGFGSDD 960 
Ago111J169      DEQQPQTKTGNVPPGTVVDTGVVDPSAYDFYLCSHXGILGTSRPTHYYTLVDEHGXGSDD 791 
                *********************************** ******************* **** 
 
Ago111Homo      LQKLIYNLCFVFARCTKPVSLATPVYYADLAAYRGRLYYEAAMMASQAQRGGSFDVTNFP 851 
Ago111B73       LQKLIYNLCFVFARCTKPVSLATPVYYADLAAYRGRLYYEAAMMASQAQRGGSFDVTNFP 1020 
Ago111J169      LQKLIYNLCFVFARXTKPXXLXTPVYYADLAAYRGRLYYEAAMMASQAQRGGSFDVTNFP 851 

lighted.  

ts, each 

f the 

 out 

ype 

                ************** ***  * ************************************** 
 
Ago111Homo      RLHKDVEDNMFFI 864 
Ago111B73       RLHKDVEDNMFFI 1033 

o111J169      RLHKDVEDNMFF- 863 Ag
                ************  

 

   

Legend for Figure IV. 7     The positions of PAZ and Piwi domains are high

The nine polymorphisms are boxed. 

 

 

     The consensus genomic sequences of hda110 and dmt105 in the Mop2-1 homozygous 

mutant were generated by amplifying and sequencing overlapped PCR produc

about 1kb in size.  The PCR products were sequenced from both ends with each o

two primers used for the PCR reactions.  The sequence comparisons were carried

between cDNAs and predicted proteins from Mop2-1 homozygous and B73 wildt

background. 
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     2. hda110. 

     There are three indels in the 5’ UTR region: four nucleotides more in a “CT” run in 

t in the 

” in the 

 mutant 

ver, the 

-1 

is substitution in the functional domain is not a 

re are two other DNA sequence polymorphisms (g c and 

sense subtitutions S T ( [2] ) and I  V ([3]) outside the 

igure IV. 8  Protein sequence alignment of hda110 between Mop2-1 homozygous 

 

                ************************************************************ 

              ************************************************************ 

the mutant; one nucleotide short in the “C” run in the mutant; one nucleotide shor

“T” run in the mutant.   There is a nucleotide substitution of “T” (B73) by “G

Mop2-1 mutant, and this leads to a different amino acid between B73 and Mop2-1

in the histone deacetylase functional domain shown as [1] in Figure IV. 8.  Howe

J169 sequence at this position is the same nucleotide and amino acid as the Mop2

homozygous mutant.  Therefore, th

mutation caused by EMS.  The

a g ) causing two mis

functional domain.  J169 and B73 have identical amino acids in the corresponding 

positions (Figure IV. 8).     

 

F

mutant plant and B73 wildtype plant.  

 

CLUSTAL W (1.83) multiple sequence alignment 
 

HDA110b73       MRPPSSGKKTEVSHSVGKCGVSDQACHGKCQSCGIDAKPFCAGVNEVSLLTGSHTDVEAS 60 
HDA110homo      MRPPSSGKKTEVSHSVGKCGVSDQACHGKCQSCGIDAKPFCAGVNEVSLLTGSHTDVEAS 60 

 
HDA110b73       KENRGACSLNNDRADALEEEANVSTARIGHVESADPGGSVGVEKEIFMAVNEESEGEQAG 120 
HDA110homo      KENRGACSLNNDRADALEEEANVSTARIGHVESADPGGSVGVEKEIFMAVNEESEGEQAG 120 
                ************************************************************ 
 
HDA110b73       ATLEDLFFFNGEEDDDSDWEPASRLVVNRWFCLNCTMPNVDKITYCMNCRELPGSVVDGY 180 
HDA110homo      ATLEDLFFFNGEEDDDSDWEPASRLVVNRWFCLNCTMPNVDKITYCMNCRELPGSVVDGY 180 
  
 
HDA110b73       DVFKKQIAQTALLSADTGLLPVSTAIGFDERMLLHSELEVKPNPHPERPDRLRAIAASLA 240 
HD
                ************************************************************ 

A110homo      DVFKKQIAQTALLSADTGLLPVSTAIGFDERMLLHSELEVKPNPHPERPDRLRAIAASLA 240 
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HDA110b73       AAGIFPSKCALVPPREITKEELLMVHSPDHIESVEQTKNMLYSYFTSDTYANGHSACAAK 300 
HDA110homo      AAGIFPSKCALVPPREITKEELLMVHSPDHIESVEQTKNMLYRYFTSDTYANGHSACAAK 300 
                ****************************************** ***************** 
      [1] 
HDA110b73       LAAGLCADLASLIVSGRVRNGFALVRPPGHHAGVKQAMGFCLHNNAAVAALAAKRAGAKK 360 
HDA110homo      LAAGLCADLASLIVSGRVRNGFALVRPPGHHAGVKQAMGFCLHNNAAVAALAAKRAGAKK 360 
                ************************************************************ 
 
HDA110b73       VLIVDWDVHHGNGTQEIFDGDKTVLYISLHRHEDGNFYPGTGAAHEVGVLDGQGFSVNIP 420 
HDA110homo      VLIVDWDVHHGNGTQEIFDGDKTVLYISLHRHEDGNFYPGTGAAHEVGVLDGQGFSVNIP 420 

 
                ************************************************************ 

HDA110b73       WSRGGVGDDDYIFAFQTVVLPIASEFAADITIISAGFDAARGDPLGCCDVTPTGYSWMTS 480 
HDA110homo      WSRGGVGDDDYIFAFQTVVLPIASEFAADITIISAGFDAARGDPLGCCDVTPTGYSWMTS 480 
                ************************************************************ 
 
HDA110b73       LLAGSSNGRLLVILEGGYNLRSISSSATEVVKVLLGEGPNRASFVVSPSKEALSTVSQVL 540 
HDA110homo      LLAGSSNGRLLVILEGGYNLRSISSSATEVVKVLLGEGPNRASFVVSPSKEALTTVSQVL 540 
                *****************************************************:****** 

HDA110b73       KIQQQFWPVLGPTYASLQAQQGSVSSNHSNELKKRKRPGGGPGPFWWKMGSKRLLYEALI 600 
HDA110homo      KVQQQFWPVLGPTYASLQAQQGSVSSNHSNELKKRKRPGGGPGPFWWKMGSKRLLYEALI 600 

        [3] 
HDA110b73       EPRSRPRKLKGSTGSAAP 618 

                ****************** 
 

 

Legend for Figure IV. 8    

         [2] 

                *:********************************************************** 

HDA110homo      EPRSRPRKLKGSTGSAAP 618 

 

 The positions of histone deacetylase domain are highlighted. 

he polymorphisms are boxed and numbered.  

   No difference in protein sequences was discovered in any of the three conserved 

nse amino acid substitutions near the C- and 

orphisms 

ication). 

T

 

     3. dmt105.   

  

functional domains.  There are a few of misse

N- terminal when comparing Mop2-1 DMT105 to that of B73.  Yet those polym

are also in Mo17, another wildtype allele (Nathen Springer, personal commun
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igure IV. 9  Protein sequence alignment of dmt105 between Mop2-1 homozygous F

mutant plant and B73 wildtype plant.  

 

CLUSTAL W (1.83) multiple sequence alignment 
 
 
 
DMT105homo      MAPSSPSSATPTRASGRKRSAMAEEIHQNQEEEE-VVAASTAKRRRKAASSGKKPKPTPK 59 
DMT105b73       MAPSSPSSARPTRASGRKRSAMAEEIHQNQEEEEEVVAASTAKRRRKAASSGKKPKPTPK 60 
                ********* ************************ ************************* 
 
DMT105homo      QAKPAVAGMKKKGETERTEPVVDDVCAEEPDEEELAMGEEEAEAEEQAMQEVVAVVAAGS 119 
DMT105b73       QAKPAVAGMKKKGETEKTEPVVDDVCAEEPDEEELAMGEEEAEAEEQAMQEVVAAVAAGS 120 
                ****************:*************************************.***** 
 
DMT105homo      PGKKRVGRRSATASGDHVPEFIGSPVAAAEAHSNWPKRYERSTAANKPEEDDELKARCHY 179 
DMT105b73       PGKKRVGRRSAAASGDHVPEFIGSPVAAAEAHSNWPKRYERSTAANKPEEDDELKARCHY 180 
                ***********:************************************************ 
 
DMT105homo      RSAKVDNIVYCLGDDVYVKAGENEADYIGRITEFFEGTDRCHYFTCRWFFRAEDTVINSL 239 
DMT105b73       RSAKVDNIVYCLGDDVYVKAGENEADYIGRITEFFEGTDRCHYFTCRWFFRAEDTVINSL 240 

**************************************** 
  mo adjacent homology domain 

                ********************
BAH, Bro 

DMT105homo      VSINVDGHKHDPRRVFLSEEKNDNVLDCIISKVKIVHVDPNMDPKAKAQLIEHCDLYYDM 299 
DM
                ************************************************************ 

T105b73       VSINVDGHKHDPRRVFLSEEKNDNVLDCIISKVKIVHVDPNMDPKAKAQLIEHCDLYYDM 300 

 
DMT105homo      SYSVAYSTFANISSENGQSGSETASGISSDDAGLETSSNMPERTATLLDLYSGCGGMSTG 359 
DMT105b73       SYSVAYSTFANISSENGQSGSETASGISSDDAGLETSSNMPERTATLLDLYSGCGGMSTG 360 
                ************************************************************ 
 
DMT105homo      LCLGAALSGLKLETRWAVDLNSFACQSLKYNHPQTEVRNEKADEFLALLKEWAVLCEKYV 419 
DMT105b73       LCLGAALSGLKLETRWAVDLNSFACQSLKYNHPQTEVRNEKADEFLALLKEWAVLCEKYV 420 
  
 

              ************************************************************ 

DMT105homo      HQDVDSNLAGSEDQEDADTLDKDEFVVQKLIGIRYDGTGRKKGVYFKVQWEGYGPEEDTW 479 
DMT105b73       H
                *

QDVDSNLAGSEDQEDADTLDKDEFVVQKLIGIRYDGTGRKKGVYFKVQWEGYGPEEDTW 480 
*********************************************************** 

Chromatin organization modifier (chromo) domain      
DMT105homo      EPIDNLSDCPLKIREFVQEGRKRKILPLPGDVDVICGGPPCQGISGFNRFRNRDEPLKDE 539 
DMT105b73       EPIDNLSDCPLKIREFVQEGRKRKILPLPGDVDVICGGPPCQGISGFNRFRNRDEPLKDE 540 

 
 

                ************************************************************ 

DMT105homo      KNKQMVTFMDIVAYLKPKYVLMENVVDILKFADGYLGKYALSCLVAMKYQARLGMMVAGC 599 
DMT105b73       KNKQMVTFMDIVAYLKPKYVLMENVVDILKFADGYLGKYALSCLVAMKYQARLGMMVAGC 600 
                ************************************************************ 

 
 

DMT105homo      YGLPQFRMRVFLWGALSSMVLPKYPLPTYDVVVRGGAPNAFSQCMVAYDETQRPSLKKAL 659 
DMT105b73       YGLPQFRMRVFLWGALSSMVLPKYPLPTYDVVVRGGAPNAFSQCMVAYDETQRPSLKKAL 660 

              ************************************************************ 
 Cyt_C5_DNA_methylase domain 

DMT105homo      LLGDAFSDLPKVENHQPNDVMEYGGSPKTEFQRYIRLGRKDMLDWSFGEEAGPDEGKLLD 719 
T105b73       LLGDAFSDLPKVENHQPNDVMEYGGSPKTEFQRYIRLGRKDMLDWSFGEEAGPDEGKLLD 720 
              ************************************************************ 

 
 
DMT105homo      HQPLRLNNDDYERVKQIPVKKGANFRDLKGVKVGANNVVEWDPEVERVYLSSGKPLVPDY 779 
DMT105b73       HQPLRLNNDDYERVKQIPVKKGANFRDLKGVKVGANNVVEWDPEVERVYLSSGKPLVPDY 780 
                ************************************************************ 

  
 

DM
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DMT105homo      AMSFIKGKSLKPFGRLWWDETVPTFVTRAEPHNQVILHPTQARVLTIRENARLQGFPDYY 839 

                ************************.*
 

DMT105b73       AMSFIKGKSLKPFGRLWWDETVPTVVTRAEPHNQVILHPTQARVLTIRENARLQGFPDYY 840 
********************************** 

DMT105homo      RLFGPIKEKYIQVGNAVAVPVARALGYCLGQAYLGESDGSQPLYQLPASFTSVGRTAVQA 899 
T105b73       RLFGPIKEKYIQVGNAVAVPVARALGYCLGQAYLGESDGSQPLYQLPASFTSVGRTAVQA 900 
              ************************************************************ 

 

              *************** 

nd 

xons.  

or Mop2-1 

ied, 

 the 

of 

equences 

r the 

   The obtained HEN1 protein sequence has a total of 439 amino acids, representing 

ailable 

olymorphisms as a candidate mutation for Mop2-1. 

DM
  

DMT105homo      NAVSVGTPAGEVVEQ 914 
T105b73       NAVSVGTPAGEVVEQ 915 DM

  

 

     
Legend for Figure IV. 9     The positions of conserved domains are highlighted a

labeled.  The polymorphisms are boxed. 

 

     4. hen101.   

     The predicted HEN101 protein has 902 amino acids and is composed of nine e

he amplification of the hen101 genomic sequence in the plant homozygous fT

has not been completed.  The segments of hen101 that were not successfully amplif

all have a repetitive nature in the maize genome (Exons 5, 8, and 9).  This may be

direct cause for the low rate of successful amplification.  Designing different sets 

primers for PCR amplification may be helpful.  Additionally, amplify these s

from the BAC library of Mop2-1 (Page 130: Mop2-1 BAC library construction fo

mop2 gene cloning) will solve this issue. 

  

nearly six exons (Exons 2, 3, 4, part of 5, 6, and 7).  The comparison using the av

HEN101 protein sequences with those of B73 and J169 did not reveal any 

p
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Generating mutant alleles for candidate genes 

 

     RNAi and TILLING (Targeting Induced Local Lesions in Genomes) were the two 

in the selected candidate genes.  The chromatin 

roject in the Chandler Laboratory generates RNAi mutant lines by bombarding binary 

ne-specific fragments driven by the 35S promoter 

(McGinnis et al., 2005).  Two hda110 and one dmt105 RNAi mutant lines were obtained 

with the targeted gene silenced.  The three mutant lines were crossed to homozygous 

Mop2-1 for two consecutive seasons, but no effects on b1 paramutation were observed in 

any of these lines.  In addition, these lines were independently tested for their ability to 

perturb b1 paramutation.  No effects on either the establishment or maintenance of b1 

paramutation were observed (K. McGinnis, unpublished data).   

     TILLING is a high throughput reverse-genetic strategy that provides an allelic series 

of EMS-induced point mutations in genes of interest.  TILLING was originally a service 

to the Arabidopsis community but now is available for maize.  TILLING mutant alleles 

were requested for three of the candidate genes — ago111, hda110 and dmt105.  One 

hda110 TILLING allele has been identified and is currently being grown and will be 

tested for its effects on paramutation.     

 

 

 

 

methods chosen to obtain mutations 

p

vectors carrying inverted repeats of ge
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E n 

          (1). The 70-mer maize oligonucleotide array contains the genes in the mop2 

region 

     Microarrays provide a high-throughput and large-scale screening platform to examine 

gene expression differences on a global scale.  The major benefits of the 70-mer maize 

oligonucleotide array include containing more genes; producing reliable hybridization; 

providing good sensitivity and enabling signal detection at lower levels.  The maize 

oligonucleotide array has 57, 452 oligos distributed over two slides and 46,175 of the 

oligos were designed from ESTs (Expressed Sequence Tags). 

xpression profiling of genes in the Mop2-1 regio

 

     1. Microarray experiment for gene expression profiling in the mop2 region 

 

     A survey of the Maize Oligonucleotide Array Database (http://tigrblast.tigr.org/euk-

blast/index.cgi?project=MAIZEARRAY) revealed the genes in the mop2 region that are 

represented on the arrays.   A total of 342 unique oligos representing 137 of the 144 

genes in the mop2 interval are included in the array.  Ninety of the 137 genes have at 

least one perfectly matched oligo (70/70), 44 genes have a match of 55/70 to 69/70, and 

seven genes had no matched oligos.  These seven genes were later examined individually 

using the Real-Time PCR quantification.  Considering that oligos with less than a perfect 

base pair match may fail to generate a signal strong enough for a valid assessment or may 

give an ambiguous signal from cross hybridization, the 44 genes in this category need 
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further examinatio n Blot 

hybridization.   

        (2). Experimental design for the microarray hybridization 

ents (Allison et al., 2006).  The strategy of pooling individuals from each 

type 

All 

he same developmental 

 

 

n by other methods such as Real-Time PCR or Norther

 

  

     Experimental design affects the efficiency and internal validity of microarray 

experim

biological sample and using multiple biological replicates increases the strength of the 

analysis.  With multiple biological replicates, measurement variability between arrays 

and the measurement of biological differences between two samples are both reduced.  

Seeds of Mop2-1 homozygous mutant (Q320-53: Mop2-1/Mop2-1; B’-K55) and wild

J169 (B’- K55) were planted in the greenhouse and grown under the same conditions.  

the above ground tissue of these two samples was collected at t

stage (5-7cm in height with 4-5 leaves).  There were a total of four biological replicates 

for each of the two samples, with three individuals pooled in each replicate.  The sample 

size of twelve cases warranted the power analysis for identifying differential expression 

(Allison et al., 2006).   

     aRNA (antisense RNA) amplification (Ambion Kit) was used because the linear mode

of amplification helps preserve the relationships between the abundance of different 

transcripts and increases the number of detectable genes (Van Gelder et al., 1990).  The 

procedures for the microarray hybridization are described in METHODS of this chapter.   
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           (3). Data processing  

     The chip image processing software used was Axon-Gene Pix 6.0 which extracts 

atures and quantifies the hybridization signal while distinguishing foreground from 

s of quality control, 

fe

background intensities.  Microarray statistical data processing consist

normalization and hypothesis testing.  Data normalization is to adjust the spot intensities 

while taking into account the variability across different experiments that is unrelated to 

the treatment conditions of interest.  After normalization, the data are ready to be 

transformed into a format suitable for later processing using a specific mathematical 

function.    

     One statistical analysis tool I used was HDBStat! (Trivedi et al., 2005), provided 

online by the University of Alabama, Department of Biostatistics 

(http://www.soph.uab.edu/ssg_content.asp?id=1164).  The other analysis tool was 

provideded by Dr. Dave Henderson (Department of Animal Sciences, University of 

Arizona).  

     HDBStat! provides a unique quality control procedure based upon deleted residuals 

(DR).  Figure IV. 10 shows there was no significant difference from the t-distribution in 

any particular chip from the Mop2-1 gene profiling experiment.  This indicates that the 

genes across a chip are independent identically distributed (IID).  It means the 

distribution of the deleted residuals approximate a Student's t-distribution with n-2 

degrees of freedom.  In other words, the chip quality was good and there were no outliers 

compared with the other chips in the group.  
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Figure IV. 10  The distribution of the deleted residuals on each chip.  

biological samples (1, 2, 3, and 4) were included. 

e 

ingful 

’s analytical system, the FDR (false 

iscovery rate) method was designed to control the proportion of Type I (false-positive) 

 

Mut_A_1, WT_A_1 Mut_A_2, WT_A_2 Mut_A_3, WT_A_3 Mut_A_4, WT_A_4 

                                   
 

Legend for Figure IV. 10     Each set of maize oligonucleotide array has A chip and B 

chip; samples Mop2-1 (mutant) and J169 (wildtype) are compared on each set of chips; a 

total of four pairs of 

Mut_B_4, WT_B_4 Mut_B_3, WT_B_3 Mut_B_1, WT_B_1 Mut_B_2, WT_B_2

 

     Extracting statistically valid and biologically relevant information from massive data 

sets such as those of the microarray experiment is a major challenge.  It is desirable to us

two independent analytical approaches to reach consensus on statistically mean

data.  In analyzing an hypothesis, there are various methods for estimating the 

significance of changes in gene expression between groups, all of them needing 

multiplicity control adjustment.  In Henderson

d
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error among all genes declared differentially expressed.  I chose the "Mix-o-Matic" 

ethod in HDBStat!’s analysis, which was based on a mixture modeling of observed p-

values and allowed for the Bayesian estimation of the probability that each gene is a false 

positive or negative.  Only those genes found by both methods to be differently expressed 

with high significance were selected for data interpretation.   

 

          (4). Microarray data interpretation 

The two methods used for power analysis generated two data sets with an overlap for 

both up-regulated and down-regulated gene expression in the Mop2-1 homozygous 

025 was used as a cutoff, and seventy-eight genes were down regulated and 

rty-seven were up regulated by two fold or above in the Mop2-1 mutant.  However, no 

genes in the mop2 interval were found to be differentially expressed between plants 

homozygous for Mop2-1 mutation and wildtype even with a cutoff of P=0.05.   

     The differentially regulated genes in each of the two categories (up-regulated and 

down-regulated) were further divided into three groups based on the level of statistical 

m

mutant.  P=0.

fo

significance as shown in Table IV. 1.  Therefore, the resulting 15 up-regulated genes and 

22 down-regulated genes in Mop2-1 homozygous mutant ares considered to be highly 

significant.       
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Table IV. 1  Number of differentially expressed genes in Mop2-1 homozygous 

mutant under different p-value.   

 

 
 
 

P Value Up-regulated  in   Down-regulated in 
                   

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

       Multiple genes were found to be significantly changed as listed in Table IV. 2 and 

Table IV. 3.  The transcript levels of actin and ubiquitin are not altered in the Mop2-1 

homozygous mutant suggesting the mop2 gene does not encode a global repressor.  The 

pleiotropic developmental defects of the Mop2-1 mutant suggest that genes in addition to 

the known paramutant genes are affected.  Whether the Mop2-1 mutation directly or 

indirectly influences the expression of these genes is not known.  Nevertheless, this 

genome-wide analysis suggests that mop2 facilitates the function of transcriptional 

repressors as well as transcriptional activators. 

 

Mutant > 2 Fold Mutant > 2 Fold 

P<0.01 15  Genes  22 Genes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0.01<P<0.02 25  Genes  38 Genes 

0.02< P<0.025 7   Genes  18 Genes 

 47  78 
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Table IV. 2  Genes up-regulated in the Mop2-1 mutant by twofold or more. 

1  MZ00037055 
2  MZ00037854 

18.85539352 Unannotated 
15.36123164 Putative ribosomal protein L17 {O. sativa, japonica}

3  MZ00035117 4.152576245 Putative . sativa, jap
4  MZ00040089 Histone japon }
5  MZ00023399 8.247321539 Histone 
6  MZ00036765 2.940007672 Histone H2A. {Zea mays;}
7  MZ00014094 8 Putative stero ing prot n {O. sativa
8  MZ00045300 4. Reverse tran ys;}
9  MZ00013397 4.584904633 Putative HGA1 {O. sativa, japonica}

 MZ00010151 4.437323123 Unannotated
 MZ00029756 Putative mag phyrin IX ethyltransf  japonica}
 MZ00055344 4.304756689 Unannotated
 MZ00025579 3.013188957 Unknown protein {O. sativa, japonica}
 MZ00044562 nannotated
 MZ00016799 nknown pro aponica}

 MZ00052342 7.3128325 Unannotated
 MZ00035803 6.077 0285 Putative ribosomal in L17 {O. sativ  japonica}
 MZ00013564 2.491 2432 Putative 60S ribos rotein L18A {O sativa, japonica}
 MZ00035758 6.004598112 At1g10030 {Arabidopsis thaliana;}
 MZ00005311 5.827851259 Putative o-methyltransferase ZRP4 {O. sativa, japonica}
 MZ00040100 5.726941958 Unannotated
 MZ00041720 4.595459534 Unannotated

3  MZ00014087 4.58673346 Putative small nuclear ribonucleoprotein polypeptide F {O. sativa, japonica}

26  MZ00041083 4.516798741 Unannotated

31  MZ00021797 3.576096164 Unannotated

34  MZ00041094 3.294466479 Unannotated

39  MZ00032183 2.422597205 Unknown protein {O. sativa, japonica}

43  MZ00008290 3.474564521 Putative nucleoid DNA-binding protein {O. sativa, japonica}
 MZ00002941 2.870860905 Carotenoid cleavage dioxygenase 1 {Zea mays;}
 MZ00041542 2.839787659 Unannotated

46  MZ00010323 2.796877972 Putative serine palmitoyltransferase {O. sativa, japonica}
7  MZ00023703 2.513579664 Putative pentatricopeptide (PPR) repeat-containing protein {O. sativa, japonica}

p<0.01

0.01<p<0.02

  Annotation for Up-Regulated Genes In Mutant
Maize Oligo
Nucleotide 

Fold change Up-
regulated in Mutant 

ribosomal protein L17 {O
1-like protein  {O. sativa, 
H2B.2. {Zea mays;}

onica}
10.4258053 ica

.377791939
892487559

id membrane bind
scriptase {Zea ma

ei , japonica}

10
11
12

4.351854422 nesium-protopor  m erase {O. sativa,

13
14 2.240740421 U

2.209667745 U15 tein {O. sativa, j

16
17 88

82
 prote
omal p

a,
. 18

19
20
21
22
2
24  MZ00014057 4.571799582 Phragmoplastin 5 - soybean {Glycine max;}
25  MZ00041081 4.546655381 Unannotated

27  MZ00041091 3.98950106 Unannotated
28  MZ00029224 3.981861577 At1g76760 {Arabidopsis thaliana;}
29  MZ00035798 3.714731015 Unannotated
30  MZ00026806 3.674004235 Leucine-rich repeat-like protein {O. sativa, japonica}

32  MZ00038741 3.55431749 Unannotated
33  MZ00024704 3.431983596 Putative transcription factor {O. sativa, japonica}

35  MZ00035164 3.193334681 Unannotated
36  MZ00035294 2.687532018 Putative splicing factor {O. sativa, japonica}
37  MZ00055268 2.629034166 Protease inhibitor/seed storage/LTP family protein {O. sativa, japonica}
38  MZ00055596 2.566808743 Putative ethylene-inducible protein {O. sativa, japonica}

40  MZ00030847 2.120531299 Putative P450 monooxygenase {O. sativa, japonica}

41  MZ00041080 3.923381561 Unannotated
42  MZ00041086 3.847980766 Unannotated

0.02<p<0.025

44
45

4  
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Table IV. 3  Genes down-regulated in the Mop2-1 mutant by twofold or more. 

1  MZ00035013 11.42475854 (Q53NM3) Osmotin protein homolog-rice, partial (40%) 
2  MZ00043072 10.65274918 Profilin 5 (ZmPRO5). {Zea mays;}
3  MZ00043073 7.709957765 Profilin 5 (ZmPRO5). {Zea mays;}
4  MZ00026484 7.890893579 Hypothetical protein (Zea mays)
5  MZ00014254 7.823200451 Putative peroxisome type ascorbate peroxidase {O. sativa, japonica}
6  MZ00013522 7.304366334 Putative 60S ribosomal protein L38 {O. sativa, japonica}
7  MZ00029048 5.932364346 Hypothetical protein (Zea mays)
8  MZ00031955 5.893221071 Probable phosphoglyceride transfer protein [imported] -{A. thaliana;}
9  MZ00049568 5.87860161 Putative proline-rich protein APG {O. sativa, japonica}

10  MZ00027612 5.283189307 Putative nuclear protein {O. sativa, japonica}
11  MZ00055275 4.957416555 Hypothetical protein (Zea mays)
12  MZ00024510 4.257733076 Putative 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase, E1 subunit {O. sativa, japonica}
13  MZ00014149 4.036589517 Unknown protein {O. sativa, japonica}
14  MZ00016180 4.031558821 Putative plastid ribosomal protein L35 {Zea mays;}
15  MZ00029300 3.986779461 Putative SAM:salicylic acid carboxyl methyltransferase 1 {O. sativa, japonica}
16  MZ00055580 3.761583636 Hypothetical protein (Zea mays)
17  MZ00054438 3.511036487 Hypothetical protein (Zea mays)
18  MZ00022691 3.413374115 Similar to L. esculentum putative acid phosphatase unknown protein {O. sativa, japonica}
19  MZ00025578 3.30669757 Unknown protein {O. sativa, japonica}
20  MZ00030824 3.193546822 Hypothetical protein (Zea mays)
21  MZ00004464 3.137668966 OSJNBa0017B10.14 {O. sativa, japonica}
22  MZ00003970 3.01314918 Hypothetical protein (Zea mays)

23  MZ00019578 24.28165377 Early light-inducible protein ELIP {Zea mays;}
24  MZ00010492 9.499664392 Unknown protein (Zea mays)
25  MZ00036268 7.808166297 Hypothetical protein {O. sativa, japonica}
26  MZ00031906 7.684103566 Unknown protein {O. sativa, japonica}
27  MZ00025801 6.956283101 Heat shock protein HSP101 {Zea mays;}
28  MZ00018659 5.931062674 OSJNBb0103I08.5 {O. sativa, japonica}
29  MZ00013400 5.069314493 Putative HGA1 {O. sativa, japonica}
30  MZ00030845 4.759729972 Putative lipase {O. sativa, japonica}
31  MZ00028955 4.533916496 Putative acid phosphatase {Hordeum vulgare subsp. vulgare;}
32  MZ00040860 4.384938723 Histone H4. {A. thaliana;}
33  MZ00023524 4.292473268 Unknown protein (Zea mays)
34  MZ00013777 4.216663691 Probable carbonate dehydratase (EC 4.2.1.1) - maize {Zea mays;}
35  MZ00001556 4.195490534 Respiratory burst oxidase protein B [Oryza sativa (indica cultivar-group)]
36  MZ00039259 3.776684905 Probable malate dehydrogenase (NADP) (EC 1.1.1.40) - {Zea mays;}
37  MZ00016449 3.768651167 unknown protein {O. sativa, japonica}
38  MZ00036748 3.71087924 Hypothetical protein (AC002986) {O. sativa, japonica}
39  MZ00038381 3.625941495 Similar to (Q9ZVU8) T5A14.7 protein  [A. thaliana]
40  MZ00012420 3.598421878 OSJNBb0103I08.9 {O. sativa, japonica}
41  MZ00009726 3.513238494 VTC2 [A. thaliana]
42  MZ00037979 3.480692173 Glycine-rich protein - maize {Zea mays;}
43  MZ00005924 3.425037383 Putative plastid (p)ppGpp synthase {O. sativa, japonica}
44  MZ00042346 3.216580691 Hypothetical protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
45  MZ00028222 3.15039571 Unknown protein {O. sativa, japonica}
46  MZ00004557 3.117218972 Unknown protein [imported] - A. thaliana {A. thaliana;}
47  MZ00004601 3.116739047 d-limonene synthase [Citrus unshiu]
48  MZ00054394 3.07771256 Hypothetical protein
49  MZ00006973 3.057411631 Putative zinc finger (C3HC4-type RING finger) protein {O. sativa, japonica}
50  MZ00016999 2.9468551 Putative splicing factor-like protein {O. sativa, japonica}
51  MZ00029371 2.907929484 Putative allene oxide synthase {O. sativa, japonica}
52  MZ00011971 2.896473997 60S ribosomal protein L4 [Dictyostelium discoideum]
53  MZ00034721 2.815489575 Ice nucleation protein. {Pantoea ananatis;}

p<0.01

0.01<p<0.02

Maize Oligo
Nucleotide 

Fold change 
(Wt/Mut)  Gene Annotation for Down-Regulated Genes In Mutant
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54  MZ00007187 2.796040121 Unknown protein {O. sativa, japonica}
55  MZ00055939 2.631621189 Expressed protein {O. sativa, japonica}
56  MZ00007852 2.558952689 Unknown protein [A. thaliana]
57  MZ00026543 2.503713968 Transposable element protein, putative {O. sativa, japonica}
58  MZ00055972 2.462230068 Unknown protein {O. sativa, japonica}
59  MZ00047258 2.306312533 Hypothetical protein {O. sativa, japonica}
60  MZ00021534 2.16204528 Carboxylic ester hydrolase {A. thaliana}

61  MZ00053961 4.319544871 Hypothetical protein
62  MZ00005181 4.194624191 Hypothetical protein
63  MZ00023379 3.790365459 Histone H3 {O. sativa, japonica}
64  MZ00038112 3.369427842 Histone H3. {Helicoverpa zea;}
65  MZ00052629 3.295766329 (Q676G6) Hypothetical protein agnE1
66  MZ00024414 3.23898728 Putative MATE efflux family protein {O. sativa, japonica}
67  MZ00024041 3.139137054 PSI subunit III, chloroplast precursor (PSI-F). {Hordeum vulgare;}
68  MZ00041368 3.128735826 Putative iron-stress related protein {O. sativa, japonica}
69  MZ00024972 3.11876915 Beta-expansin 7 {Zea mays;}
70  MZ00052354 3.115550141 Hypothetical protein
71  MZ00013511 2.822370849 Putative ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme family protein {O. sativa, japonica}
72  MZ00024359 2.739852195 Putative glutamyl-tRNA reductase {O. sativa, japonica}
73  MZ00026784 2.703345671 Unknown protein {O. sativa, japonica}
74  MZ00026133 2.663861986 Putative cleavage and polyadenylation specifity factor {O. sativa, japonica}
75  MZ00048215 2.476091783 OSJNBb0002J11.14 {O. sativa, japonica}
76  MZ00055538 2.442439705 Transferring glycosyl groups / transferase, transferring hexosyl groups {A. thaliana}
77  MZ00044758 2.202204027 Hypothetical protein
78  MZ00029988 2.139225483 Putative pentatricopeptide (PPR) repeat-containing protein {O. sativa, japonica}

0.02<p<0.025

 

 

     Interestingly, it was observed that several genes encoding maize histone proteins 

showed dramatic expression differences between the mutant and wildtype plants.  

Histone 1- like protein and histone 2B genes were each up-regulated by 10 and 8 fold in 

the mutants, and histone 2A was up-regulated by 3 fold; in contrast, both the genes 

encoding histone H4 and H3 were down regulated in the mutant by 4 fold.  This 

observation suggests that the chromatin structure in the homozygous Mop2-1 mutant may 

have abnormalities in plants disrupted of paramutation process.  This is appealing data in 

terms of the hypothesis that the paramutation is regulating genes at the level of chromatin 

structure.   
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          (5). Sub-set data analysis for the genes in the mop2 interval       

     Sub-set data analysis was done to increase the statistical power to avoid Type II error 

(i.e false negative) such that the gene expression was changed in the mutant, but the 

microarray result failed to show the difference due to the signal intensity, signal 

difference between two samples, the size of the data set or the distribution of the data.   

Analytical tools are less powerful when used for large data set processing.  Any of the 

possibilities could be the cause for failing to see differentially expressed genes in the 

mop2 region in the microarray result.  To fix these potential problems in analyzing the 

large data sets, the extracted features for oligos representing the 137 genes in the Mop2-1 

region were listed separately as sub-set data for processing.  After the sub-set data 

mop2 region genes with expression differences as shown in Table 

 

Table IV. 4  Genes in the mop2 region showing differential expression after sub-set 

data analysis.   

 

  Number Probe Gene Annotation 
nge 

Mut/Wt 

analysis, there were six 

IV. 4.  

 Contig Maize Oligo Fold Cha

     
1 hbnContig21  MZ00022933 hypothetical protein down/6 

4 hbqContig47  MZ00045512 hypothetical protein down/3.3 
ig38_2  MZ00014990 probable myosin heavy chain  down/2.8 

6 hcfContig28_2  MZ00051045 serine/threonine protein kinase down/5 

2 hbpContig55_2  MZ00037436 putative RNA binding protein 45 up/4.7 
3 hbpContig56_1  MZ00029600 senescence-associated protein-like  down/11 

5 hcbCont
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     Among these genes, I tested the RBP45 (RNA Binding Protein 45) by RT-PCR, and 

ich is 

t 

ion difference in each individual gene.   

   Among the genes examined by Real-Time PCR were the top candidate genes and 

 Mop2-1 homozygous plants and wildtype J169 were the same as those 

sed in the microarray experiment.  Double-stranded cDNA of four biological duplicates 

for each of the two sam sed as tem  Real-Tim ons.  

T s u  with only prim ut 

w h l r th tion of 

p  an t  curve analyses rtaken 

for each reaction to detect the existe produc

found that the nearly 5 fold up-regulation in the mutant shown by the sub-set data result 

was not confirmed by RT-PCR.  This indicates the importance of data validation for 

microarray experiment results especially if it is from reanalyzing sub-set data, wh

designed to avoid false negatives but also increases the chance of false positives.   

 

     2.  Real-Time PCR quantification for individual genes  

     The possible random measurement error in the microarray experiment may bias the 

results towards the null hypothesis to declare there was no differential expression of the 

gene in the two compared samples.  A more sensitive gene-expression measuremen

procedure, such as Real-Time PCR quantification, enables more precise detection of 

express

  

those in the mop2 interval that were not printed on the maize oligonucleotide array.  The 

RNA samples of

u

ples were u plates for parallel e PCR reacti

he actin gene wa sed as a positive control.  Reactions er sets b

it out cDNA temp ate were included as negative control to monito e forma

rimer dimers and y possible con amination.  Melting were unde

nce of any non-specific PCR ts.   
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Table IV. 5  Real-Time PCR assay for candidate genes and genes not printed on the

maize oligoarray. 

 

Ct 

 

Position Number Gene Annotation Homo Wt ᅀ=Homo-Wt 
ᅀᅀ=ᅀ(Homo-
Wt)- ᅀA 

Fold 
Change 
Homo/Wt 

    Actin  24.86±0.15 24.54±0.09 
Reference Gene: 0.32±0.17 

(ᅀA) 0 1 

hccContig18_2 Gene26 DMT 105  23.85±0.09 23.36±0.06 0.49±0.11 0.17±0.20 0.81±1.29 

hcaContig39 Gene41 AGO111 29.45±0.21 28.97±0.14 0.48±0.25 0.16±0.30 0.91±1.38 

hbzContig41_2 Gene49 HEN1 29.49±0.16 29.47±0.08 0.02±0.18 -0.30±0.25 0.97±1.46 

hbzContig38  Gene50 HDA110 23.45±0.05 23.03±0.11 0.42±0.12 0.1±0.21 0.93±1.25 

hceContig23 Gene16 ZIP3 26.97±0.02 26.91±0.13 0.06±0.13 -0.26±0.21 0.72±0.96 
zinc transporter 

hbyContig10 Gene55 
auxin-responsive 
family protein  24.24±0.10 24.23±0.12 0.01±0.16 -0.31±0.23 0.70±0.95 

hbtContig35_2 Gene83 
resistance protein 
homologue 33.53±0.32 33.78±0.16 -0.25±0.34 -0.57±0.38 0.52±

NBS-LRR disease 

0.71 

hbpContig55_2  Gene104 Protein 45 19.61±0.23 19.76±0.31 -0.05±0.39 -0.37±0.43 1.04±
RNA Binding 

1.74 

hbxContig33_1 Gene63 

basic helix-loop-

family protein   N/D   N/D 
helix (bHLH) 

  N/D   N/D  N/D 

hazContig17 Gene121 HIN1-related    N/D   N/D   N/D    N/D  N/D 

harpin-induced 
protein-related / 

hbrContig31_1 Gene102 protein-related   N/D   N/D   N/D    N/D  N/D 
speckle-type POZ 

 

Legend for Table IV. 5     The first four genes are the selected candidate genes; the 

seven highlighted genes are absent from the array.  N/D indicates no signal was detected 

in the Real-Time PCR experiment either because of primer design or there were no 

transcripts from the cDNA sample. 

 

     The primer pairs for each gene were designed according to the predicted mRNA 

sequence.  When possible, the primers were chosen to cross an intron/exon boundary to 

minimize the interference of any existing trace amount of genomic DNA in the RNA 
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sample.  The primer pairs amplify products ranging from 90 to 120 base pairs for optimal 

performance of the Real-Time PCR system.   

   The genes tested by the Real-Time PCR included the four candidate chromatin genes 

and seven genes in the Mop2-1 interval but have not been printed on the m

the four candidated genes, the fold changes of their expression between Mop2-1 

h  ld 9 are c (T . h co he r

from croarray experiment.  For the 

evidence to show that any of them o ress he m

and the wildtype. 

 

 d e gio

 

 3 s e on w sed f rker de ment for fine-

ructure genetic mapping to further narrow down the mop2 region.  A smaller genetic 

ene 

 were masked after blasting the general sequence in 

e AZM (Assembled Zea mays) repeat database (V4.0 

  

icroarray.  For 

omozygous and wi type J16 lose to 1 able IV 5), whic nfirms t esults 

 the mi other seven genes, there is no convincing 

 has an obvi us differential exp ion in t utant 

    

Internal marker evelopment in th  mop2 re n 

    The B7 equenc s from the mop2 regi ere u or ma velop

st

region will either pinpoint the mop2 gene directly or at least provide a much smaller g

pool for candidate gene searching.    

     High quality contig sequences were obtained after manual editing of the raw 

sequences.  The repetitive sequences

th

http://tigrblast.tigr.org/tgi_maize/index.cgi).  The non-repetitive sequences were then

blasted to the maize AZM and singletons (Release 4.0 ALL 

http://tigrblast.tigr.org/tgi_maize/index.cgi

 

).  Any sequence that had two or more 
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different hits (e<10-5) was considered as a non-unique sequence and excluded from being 

used for marker development.  The unique sequences obtained after the above process 

bp of the 

2-1 

 sequences and trace files from mutant and wildtype plants were 

pared.   

     On most occasi rom single 

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) or small number of insertions or deletions (Indels).  To 

ion in the mop2 region is illustrated in Figure IV. 

d the 

d to improve the accuracy of the 

o 

were used to generate new markers that are polymorphic in the Mop2-1 mapping 

population. 

     Ninety-six pairs of PCR primers were designed to amplify approximately 600

unique sequences that were distributed along the 2.6 Mb mop2 region.  Two 96-well 

plates of PCR reactions were performed with the genomic DNA samples of the Mop

homozygous and B73 wildtype parent plants.  The PCR amplified products were then 

sequenced and the

com

ons, the identified sequence polymorphisms resulted f

test if a sequence polymorphism between Mop2-1 homozygous and B73 wildtype could 

be used as a marker for Mop2-1 mapping, recombination mapping was done.    

     The SNP or Indel markers OV9, VC41, VC15 and Din18 were shown to be tightly 

linked to the mop2 locus.  Their posit

11.  The primers used for amplifying the sequence spanning the SNP markers an

observed polymorphism in the wildtype and Mop2-1 homozygous mutant are 

summarized in Table IV. 6.  These markers were expecte

genotyping of Mop2-1 plants and to isolate more recombinants at those loci and thus, t

refine the mop2 genetic map.   
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Figure IV. 11   Diagram of 21 BACs and the internal marker position in the mop2 

region. 
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Table IV. 6 The internal markers in the mop2 region between umc1823 and eks1. 

 

 

Marker SNPs or Indels
In-house 
Catalog Forward/Reverse Primers Location

Wildtype:  5' CCAC - -  TA 3' VC1468a CCTTGTACACCGACCCAAGT hbtContig43
Mutant:      5' CCACAC TA 3' VC1468b AAAATGAACCAGCAAGCAGC
Wildtype:  5' AACG GG 3' VC1041a CTGGCATCCGTTGGTTCT hbvContig27
Mutant:     5' AACC GG 3' VC1041b ATCCGTTGCTTCCATGTCA

Mutant:      5' ATA TCA3' VC1015b AGTGTAGTCGGCATCGCAGT
Wildtype:  5' TGTC CG 3' VC1469a GACGGTTCCTACAGTTGTGAC
Mutant:     5' TGTT CG 3' VC1469b CCCGGATAGTCAAGACTCTTG

hcdContig21_1,
18th intron 

OV9

VC41

VC15

Number

Wildtype:  5' ATC TCA 3' VC1015a GGCCTGACAATCTGATACCAA hcaContig39

DMT105
Din18
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The discovery of the instability of the Mop2-1 mutation 

 

     With four new internal markers within the mop2 region, finding more recombinants in 

a larger mapping population was undertaken to generate a fine-structure genetic map.  To 

facilitate mapping, I first isolated all the plants with recombination events between 

flanking markers umc1823 and bnlg2277 in the mapping population using the rapid and 

reproducible PCR assay.  The PCR marker bnlg2277, rather than the RFLP marker eks1, 

was chosen for its convenience.  A total of 16 recombinants downstream of the umc1823 

locus and 30 recombinants upstream of the bnlg2277 were identified in a population of 

406 individuals.  Surprisingly, there were another 28 plants (twenty-seven phenotypic 

heterozygotes and one phenotypic homozygote) that appeared to be recombinant at both 

n 

ber of plants analyzed (406 individuals in total).  These “double recombinants” 

were further examined using the internal molecular markers OV9, VC41, VC15 and 

Din18, and it became clear that these individuals had, in fact, undergone no 

recombination events.  The twenty-seven Mop2-1 plants showing a heterozygous 

phenotype were homozygous for all the molecular marker loci that spanned the mop2 

interval and the only phenotypic homozygous plant had all heterozygous marker loci.  

hus, these individuals displayed phenotypes that did not reflect their genotypes. 

   I then used molecular markers in the Mop2-1 region to genotype the plants in the 

op2-1/MS45IR population (Chapter II), segregating fertile/purple and sterile/green 

henotypes.  The majority of the sterile green plants, predicted to be heterozygous for 

marker loci.  However, it was not realistic that these were double recombinants based o

the num

T

  

M

p
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Mop2-1 contain  exceptions 

in the Mop2-1/MS45IR population at a similar frequency — five inconsistent events 

ncy 

 

 

     As the frequency of inconsistent phenotypes and genotypes was much higher than the 

recombination rate expected in the mop2 region, fine-structure mapping will not be 

possible using both heterozygous and homozygous plants.  However, it was noted that 

ed the heterozygous Mop2-1 markers.  However, I identified

within a population of sixty-four.   

     These experiments indicated that the Mop2-1 phenotypes do not always reflect the 

genotype of the Mop2-1 plants.  There are several possible explanations.  The freque

is very high, suggesting epigenetic rather than genetic reversions could be occurring.  

Given both dominant and recessive phenotypes, Mop2-1 might be dosage dependent and 

occasionally thresholds are exceeded that lead to a lightly pigmented homozygous 

individual.  It was noted that most of the inconsistencies occurred in the phenotypic 

heterozygous plants, which at a frequency of about 10% were actually homozygous.  

There was only one case found in which a Mop2-1 heterozygote phenotypically looked to

be homozygous.  This could be due to the release of silencing in a previous generation 

that was inherited in this particular plant.  A similar rare occurrence of heritable 

reactivation was noted in other paramutation experiments as well (Sidorenko and 

Chandler, unpublished).   

 

Fine-structure mapping of mop2 with only homozygotes 
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among the 133 homozygous Mop2-1 plants only one inconsistent event was identified, in

which a plant that appeared to be homozygous was actually heterozygous based on th

molecular markers.  Therefore, to se

 

e 

e if the map location could be narrowed, I re-

 

on 

fined 

able 

 

analyzed the data focusing only on the plants that showed a clear Mop2-1 homozygous

mutant phenotype, which was confirmed with test crosses.  

     A total of fifteen phenotypically homozygous Mop2-1 plants that had a recombinati

between umc1823 and bnlg2277 were screened with the four internal markers.  While 

fourteen recombinants narrowed the Mop2-1 region down to the umc1823 – OV9 de

interval, there was one recombinant, Q349-118, that did not fall into this category (T

IV. 7).   

 

Table IV. 7 The fine genetic mapping with Mop2-1 homozygous plants.   

 

Recb. ID umc1823 OV9 VC41 VC15 Din18 eks1 bnlg2277 Mop2-1

2 JD2307-26 AA      A
3 JD2307-153 AA    

1 Q355-128 AA      AA AA AA AA ◄ AB AA
A AA AA AA ◄ AB AA

  AA AA AA AA ◄ AB AA
4 JD2314-54 AA      AA AA AA AA ◄ AB AA
5 JD2314-73 AA      AA AA AA AA ◄ AB AA
6 JD2312-39 AA      AA AA AA AA ◄ AB AA
7 Q348-86 AA       ◄  AB AB AB      AB AB         AB AA
8 Q366-48
9 JD2314-67
10 JD2307-11 AA      AA      AA ◄  AB      AB         AB AA
11 JD2307-164 AA      AA      AA ◄  AB      AB         AB AA
12 JD2310-14 AA      AA      AA ◄  AB      AB         AB AA

AA      AA  ◄  AB AB      AB         AB AA
AA      AA      AA ◄  AB      AB         AB AA

13 Q356-65 AA      AA AA      AA      ◄  AB         AB AA
14 JD2310-4 AA      AA AA      AA      ◄  AB         AB AA

15 Q349-118 AB      AB      AB      AB    AB  AB ►AA AA  
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Legend for Table IV. 7     A indicates the locus is linked to the Mop2-1 mutant allele; B 

indicates the locus is linked to the wildtype B73 allele.  The presumed genotype of the 

homozygous Mop2-1 locus is AA, based on pigment phenotype.  In the shaded gri

result for the eks1 marker assay done for plant Q349-118. 

 

d is the 

combinant for our mapping purpose and there is no discrepancy in assignment 

f mop2 to the region between umc1823 and OV9.   

igure IV. 12  The diagram for the marker and candidate gene distribution on the 

Minimum Tiling Path containing mop2. 

   

 

 

Legend for Figure IV. 12     1-21: the 21 BAC clones on MTP.  umc1823 - : The 

mop2 region indicated by further mapping. 

     The eks1 marker was then used to genotype the plant Q349-118 to find out whether 

there was a recombination between eks1 and bnlg2277.  As shown in Table IV. 7, a 

genotype of “AB” at eks1 locus indicates the recombination in Q349-118 is out of the 

boundary of the mop2 region defined by umc1823 and eks1.  Therefore, Q349-118 is not 

a mop2 re

o

      

F

OV9

umc1823 OV9 VC41 VC15 Din18 eks1 

1         2         3          4          5            6          7          8          9          10          11      12      13       14       15          16      17        18       19       20       

dmt105 ago111   hda110 

2.6 Mb  144 putative maize genes 

mop2 region 
hen101 

1.2 Mb  57 putative genes 
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     Based on these additional mapping data mop2 is in the umc1823 – OV9 interval 

(Figure IV. 12).  This interval consists of nine BACs, representing about 1.2 Mb (witho

deducting the overlapping base pairs between BACs) in physical distance and containing 

fifty-seven genes (See Chapter III).  Further mapping of M

ut 

op2-1 will require both new 

arkers between umc1823 and OV9 and additional Mop2-1 homozygotes.   m

 

      

DISCUSSION 

 

Mop2-1 BAC library construction for cloning mop2   

 

     The fine-structure mapping of mop2 localized it to a region between umc1823 and 

OV9, narrowing the mop2 region down to 1.5 Mb in length and excluded 87 genes.  

Among the remaining 57 genes, 16 are annotated as encoding unknown proteins or 

hypothetical proteins.  In the other 41 annotated genes, there are no strong candidates for 

chromatin or RNAi genes based on our current understanding of b1 paramutation.  

Nevertheless, it tells us mop2 is likely to be a novel gene involved in RNA-directed 

chromatin change.   

     Genetic mapping will be emphasized in the next stage of mop2 gene cloning to further 

ecrease the mop2 interval.  However, sequencing all the genes from the Mop2-1 mutant 

 

2-1 homozygous mutant was constructed in 

d

in the current mop2 region would give us a good chance of finding a mutation generated

by EMS.  Therefore, a BAC library for Mop
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the Wing Laboratory.  Family S1510 (Mop2-1/Mop2-1; B’-K55) derived from the se

crossed Mop2-1 homozygous individual, S357-6, was used.  The immature ears from 

S1510-2 were collected for extracting high quality DNA to construct the BAC library.  

The library information is listed in Table IV. 8.   

 

lf-

able IV. 8  Basic information of Mop2-1 BAC library.  

    

T

 

ITEM  LIBRARY INFORMATION 
Genus Zea 
Species Z. mays 
Subspecies mays 
Cultivar 
Library Type 
Cloning Vector pAGIBAC1 
Primer 5' (forward) T7 
Primer 3' (reverse) 

 5' cloning restriction 

 3' cloning restriction 

Selectable marker 

Host cells 

Tissue and provided 

Development stage 6-8 weeks 
None 

Plate format 384-well 

Number of filters 5 

Genome equivalents 5x 

Avg insert size seg 1=160 kb; seg 2=130 kb; ave=~140 kb 

K55 
BAC 

M13R 
DNA fragmentation Hind III partial 

site Hind III 

site Hind III 
chloramphenicol 

Common name Maize 
DH10B-T1 phage resistant 

Library Nickname Maize Mop2-1 BAC 

by immature ear sample S1510-2  

Treatment 

Number of plates 240 

Number of clones 92,160 

Genome size 3000 Mbp 
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     BAC filters for the entire library were printed for BAC selection.  The overgo marke

or unique gene sequences in the umc1823-OV9 region will be used as probes to select 

BACs in the mop2 interval in the Mop2-1 mutant.  Probes have been designed and tested

for 28 genes (No. 76 and No. 96 are proved to be gene fragments, see Chapter III) chosen 

rs 

 

om the umc1823-OV9 interval for hybridizing Mop2-1 BAC filters (Table IV. 9)    

m a Minimum Tiling Path 

overing the umc1823-OV9 region in the Mop2-1 mutant.  Then the BACs to be 

s ced can be decided rmation from the mop2 genetic 

m   

     In summary, a combination of the BAC sequencing and fine-structure recombination 

m e the ne eveal a candidate or a small number of candidates 

f

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

fr

     Fingerprinting will be done with all selected BACs to for

c

equen  with the most current info

apping. 

apping should b xt steps to r

or mop2.    
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Table IV. 9  Probes for BAC filter hybridization from 28 genes in the umc1823-OV9 

interval. 

 

         Gene 
number 

Marker 
boundary 

Contig number for 
gene sequence Putative gene annotation 

Primers 
for 

probe  
  

          
  1 76 hbt0001d10.b1 hypothetical protein    

  
2 79 hbtContig30 family protein  (gene fragment, 120 bp) vc1607  

  
SET-domain transcriptional regulator 

  3 91 hbsContig16  unknown protein vc1608    
  4 93 hbsContig19_2  hypothetical protein vc1609    

  
5 95 hbrContig36_2 unknown protein vc16hbrContig36_1  10  

  

  

6 96 hbr0001b03.g1 
hbrContig37_1   

unknown protein vc1611  

  

hbrContig36_1 
hbrContig11_1 

 7 98 hbrContig37_4 Swi2/Snf2-related protein DDM1; CHR1 vc1612  (gene fragment 104 bp)   

  

8 100 hbqContig47 hypothetical protein 
hbrContig35_3 

hbqContig27    

  9 101-1 hbqContig31_1  speckle-type POZ protein-related vc1613    

  
10 101-2 hbrContig35_3 

hbqContig47 speckle-type POZ protein-related  
   

  11 101-3 hbrContig27 speckle-type POZ protein-related     
  12 101-4 hbqContig37_2 speckle-type POZ protein-related     
  13 102 hbpContig21 hypothetical protein vc1614    
  14 103 hbpContig56_1 senescence-associated protein-like     
  15 104 hbpContig55_2  RNA Binding Protein 45 vc1615    

  
16 105 hbpContig15 

hbpContig21  unknown protein  vc1616  
  

  17 108 hbpContig35_2 unknown protein  vc1617    
  18 109 hbpContig27 SAR DNA binding protein     
  19 112 hboContig19 hypothetical protein     

  
20 113 

hboContig44_3 
hboContig44_2 
hboContig44_1 

unknown protein  vc1618  
  

  
21 116-1 hazContig23_1 

hazContig38_1  unknown protein  vc1619  
  

  22 118-1 hazContig26_2 hypothetical protein vc1620    
  23 119 hazContig43_3 floral organ regulator 1     

  24 121 hazContig17 harpin-induced protein-related / HIN1-
related      

  25 116-2 hayContig21_1 unknown protein     
  26 118-2 hayContig17_2 hypothetical protein    

  
27 122 hbnContig21 

hayContig17_2   hypothetical protein vc1621  
vc1622    

  
28 123 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

umc1823 
hbnContig26 basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) family 

protein  vc1623  
  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                

OV9  
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CHAPTER V 

 

SUMMARY OF DISSERTATION 

 

 

CATIOMAP LO N OF mop2 

 

     The work described herein increased our understanding of the role of mop2 and 

p vides the bases for e clo  in the near future.  The sequencing of a 2.6 

Mb mop2 region of ma e pr ource of SNP markers and gene content 

information.  In additio , the n of the maize region with its syntenic region in 

rice sugg s ssible echa linearity b

     Mop2-1 aize mutant that disrupts paramutation at both the establishment and 

m inte c ages.  W en M mozygo leased and 

t at ph was us  to m  The initial mop2 interv  

u c18 a ks1 was onfi gh mapping with xhibited

by Mo 1 he abo hme  mediated transcriptio

During e ing, M p2-1  to be unstable with ~10% of the phenotypically 

heterozygous plants actually y homozygous M a , 

~ 1/300, phenotypically hom nts were actually heter fore, th

fine-structure mapping of mo ne exclusively with M o ts to 

narrow the 2 interval.  M the BAC ee  

ro th ning of mop2

iz ovides the s

 comparison

e ts po m nisms in col reakage.   

 is a m

a nan e st h op2-1 is ho us B’ silencing is partially re

h enotype ed ap mop2. al defined by markers

m 23 nd e  c rmed throu  a second phenotype e  

p2-  — t lis nt of dsRNA nal gene silencing.   

 th  mapp o  was shown

op2-1.  At a lower percent ge genotypicall

ozygous pla ozygous.  There e 

p2 was do op2-1 homozyg us plan

mop eanwhile, skim sequencing of the region betw n
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umc1823 and eks1 enabled further ma nt and provided gene content 

information.  Currently, mop2 is placed within a 1.2 Mb region, between the markers 

umc1823 and OV9.  A tota val.  The smaller 

interval does not contain the four candidate chromatin genes selected from the umc1823-

eks1 mop2 interval.  Although not fully comp extensive investigation of the four 

chromatin candidate gene ass pression profiling using 

microarry and Real-Time PCR, and complem ntation tests with mutant alleles of the 

 being 

rker developme

l of 57 genes are predicted in this inter

leted, 

ays by gene sequencing, gene ex

e

candidate genes failed to identify any of these genes as mop2, consistent with mop2

within the smaller interval.   

      

 

POSSIBLE ROLES OF mop2 

 

     Mop2-1 is able to prevent dsRNA-mediated transcriptional gene silencing, as 

evidenced by the fact that most plants carrying the MS45IR transgene (expressing an 

inverted repeat of a promoter targeting an endogenous gene required for male fertility) 

and homozygous for the Mop2-1 mutation were fertile.  Interestingly, two other muta

mop1-1 and mop3-1, failed to prevent silencing; when combined with the MS45IR 

transgene the plants were completely sterile.  The mop1 gene was cloned recently 

(Alleman et al., 2006) and found to encode an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 

homologous to Arabidopsis RDR2, which is involved in siRNA targeted DNA 

methylation and heterochromatin formation (Chan et al., 2004; Xie et al., 2004).  We 

nts, 
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hypothesize that with the high expression of MS45IR, RDRP is not needed to gener

high levels of dsRNA, and thus the transcriptional gene silencing is maintained.  

Interestingly, the amount of siRNA specific to the MS45IR was the same in the fert

and sterile Mop2-1 homozygous and heterozygous plants, respectively, demonstrating 

that the Mop2-1 mutation acts downstream of the accumulation of siRNA.  Within the 57 

genes in the mop2 interval, there are no strong candidates for chromatin or RNAi genes

Therefore, mop2 may be a novel gene controlling the silencing process.  Further mapp

efforts using new internal markers and a larger mapping population in combination with 

the BAC skim sequencing of these ge

ate 

ile 

.  

ing 

nes within the Mop2-1 plants should reveal 

idates for mop2.   

   Our results suggest that mop2 acts downstream of the generation of siRNA in an 

RNA-mediated transcription ges downstream of siRNA 

production could include loading single-stranded siRNA into the silencing complex, 

  It is 

M as 

cand

  

al silencing pathway.  Critical sta

delivering the silencing complex to chromatin through RNA-binding proteins or 

communication of the silencing signal to chromatin.  The genes known to function in 

these silencing stages in plants are indicated in Figure V. 1.    

     RNAi triggered by dsRNA is often accompanied by dense methylation (RdDM) of 

DNA sequences sharing identity with the dsRNA precursor and its siRNA products.

not clear whether only dsRNA or its resulting siRNA, or both, are involved in RdD

shown in Figure V. 1.   
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Figure V. 1  RNA-mediated gene silencing processes in plants.  
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microRNA; dsRNA: double-stranded RNA; siRNA: short interfering RNA; ta-siRNA: 

initiation of transcriptional silencing complex; PTGS: post-transcriptional gene silencing; 

TGS: transcriptional gene silencing; RdDM: RNA dependent DNA methylation. 

     RNA-based DNA methylation can be dependent on H3K9 methylation in mice, 

 and the fungus Neurospora crassa (Jackson et al., 2002; Malagnac 

Legend for Figure V. 1     MIR: Endogeneous non-coding RNA genes; miRNA: 

trans-acting siRNA; RISC: RNA-induced silencing complex; RITS: RNA-induced 

 

Arabidopsis thaliana
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et al., 2002; Lippman et al., 2003).  The current models are: (1) dsRNA and/or siRNA 

stablishing the epigenetic modification of H3K9 in an early stage, which in turn guides 

the methyltransferase to modify DNA; (2) H3K9me arises after the RdRM induced 

transgene silencing and serves to maintain the silencing state by recruiting cytosine 

methyltransferases; (3) RNA-directed DNA methylation can reinforce the RNAi-

mediated chromatin modification when both take place (Morel et al., 2000).  As a novel 

gene, mop2 could participate in one of these functions independently or as an essential 

component working with previously identified proteins.  Cloning mop2 will be a 

rewarding step towards the ultimate goal of understanding paramutation.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

e
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